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Chapter 1

Introduction

This work presents the author’s research activity during his PhD. The main
attention was focused on Behavioural Analysis, a medical discipline aiming
at the study of external expressions of a living being to go back to causes
generating them. The study of behaviour classically grounds on subjective re-
searcher’s observations performed by the assistance of low technological devices
(i.e. videotapes). In this dissertation new solutions will be proposed address-
ing to behavioural analysis targets by the use of mechatronic technologies and
approaches.

1.1 Behavioural Analysis

Behavioural analysis is a research discipline whose aim is to characterize and
quantify a typical feature belonging to the living beings that has been widely
studied in medical and biological literature: behaviour. Everyone of us knows
what is intended for behaviour and most people think it is the typical matter
of study for psychologist. This common sense is quite different from what
scientists actually consider: indeed according to them, behavior is anything a
person or animal does that can be observed and measured [9].

In general terms, behavior is the product of two kinds of variables: biological
and environmental. Biological variables include anatomical structures (birds
can fly, people can’t), normal physiological processes (digestion, respiration,
neurological changes resulting from experience), and anomalies in anatomy and
physiology due to injury or disease. Also genes influence behavior, although
indirectly, through their effects on anatomy and physiology.

1
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental variables include any changes in the environment (a rise
in temperature, the availability of food, comments by other people, cultural
customs). Behavioural analysis finally tries to understand, describe and predict
behavior analyzing it in terms of interactions between the biological causes and
the environment [9, 10].

The study of the behaviour is both intellectually challenging and practi-
cally important and although it aims generally at the understanding of natural
principles [11], most scientists try to pursue medical research outcomes (even
as long-term results): Genetics, Neuroscience, but also more clinical medical
branches like Neuro-rehabilitation make a wide use of behavioural analysis as
an instrument to investigate how the human body physiologically works and
to explore the causes and evaluate the possible treatments of pathological con-
ditions. The usefulness of such an approach to the research is highlighted by
Martin [11]: indeed even the complete knowledge and the understanding of
the underlying biological or genetic mechanisms is not sufficient to totally and
completely describe and then predict the complex outcoming behaviour of an
animal or human.

1.1.1 Behavioural Phenotyping

Ever since Gregor Mendel used the observable traits of pea plants to define
and follow units of genetic inheritance, the definition and testing of pheno-
types has had a key role in genetic analysis. Phenotypes are the expression
of genotypes and indeed they reveal gene function. In this regard, phenotypes
are an essential intermediate in the pathway from basic genetics to biologi-
cal understanding [12]. A clear and widely shared definition of behavioural
phenotyping lacks: Crawley, referring to a mouse, defined it as “the complete
characterization of the mutant mouse line on behavioral tests designed to ad-
dress the hypothesized functions of the product of the targeted gene” [13], Harris
proposed that “behavioral phenotypes are stereotypic patterns of behavior that
are reliably identified in groups of individuals with known neurodevelopmental
disorders and are not learned” [17, 16], while Flint and Yule, including the
characteristic types of behaviors, proposed that “the behavioral phenotype is a
characteristic pattern of motor, cognitive, linguistic, and social abnormalities
that is consistently associated with a biological disorder” [18].

However there is a clear convergent acknowledgement on the growing im-
portance of behavioural phenotyping. Many scientists are coming to the con-
clusion that advances in genetic and genomic analysis are being hindered by
the slow pace at which our understanding of biology (that is, phenotype) is
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1.1. BEHAVIOURAL ANALYSIS 3

Figure 1.1: A phenotypic map (yellow) can be generated to correspond to
any genomic map (green). Some genes, such as gene1 (g1), have only one
corresponding phenotype (p1), whereas most genes have many corresponding
phenotypes. Phenotypes can be coded for by more than one gene, as shown by
p2, which is affected by g2 and g5.

progressing [12]. In 1996, Brown and Peters called attention to ’the phenotype
gap’ in mouse research compared to the massive amounts of genetic data being
obtained [19]. This explain the current trend in Genomic research to produce
the so-called ’phenomic map’ (conceptually shown in Fig.1.1).

As example for Escherichia coli around 1.000 phenotypes have been tabu-
lated that correspond to various genes that have been studied. Of course in
diploid and higher organisms this will be complicated by the fact that several
genes can affect gene expression, and the resulting phenotypes of each other,
leading to epistasis, complex traits and multifactorial diseases.
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1.2 The animal models

As briefly stated above, most efforts in research regard the prevention or the
effective treatment of human affecting pathologies aiming more generally at the
improvement of human life. Under this perspective behavioural analysis gives
its own contribute: the search for behavioural phenotypes in animal models
is mostly guided by behavioural anomalies that have been observed in human
disorders. Many neuroscientific researches use biological (animal) models for
testing their hypothesis on neurodevelopment, social behaviors, reproduction,
feeding, motor functions, sensory abilities, emotional responsivity, learning,
and memory [21, 20, 17, 14]. The most used animal models are mice and rats:
there are many studies on them using neuroanatomical, electrophysiological
and pharmacological approaches to dissect behavioural traits and the neural
systems that underlie them [19, 21, 20, 23, 32, 31].

The mouse is especially important as a model organism for behavioural
studies because of the ability to manipulate its genome and to observe the
resulting phenotypic consequences using molecular, cellular and electrophysio-
logical approaches.

In order to determine the genetic or molecular basis of neurological diseases,
it is first necessary to translate the phenotype ’abnormal behaviour’ into mea-
sures that can be assessed in animal experiments (testable measures). Clearly,
psychiatric symptoms cannot always easily be translated into behaviours that
can be defined and operationalised in animal models.

One solution is to break down the symptomatology into elemental pheno-
types that can be individually tested in both human populations and animal
studies [14]. This approach reduces the time wasted for the analysis by simplif-
ing it as much as possible, but it presents a big fault: it assumes that a complex
behaviour (related also to environmental parameters) can be fully described by
a single measure of a particular parameter. Furthermore often the assessment
of a behaviour is performed qualitatively by visual inspection of researchers
(i.e. typically using videocameras), making thus the whole measurement to-
tally subjective and depending on the particular conditions of the test. Most
experiments on behaviour presented in literature use such methods [25, 26, 27].

Another important aspect was stressed by Gerlai [24] with the scientific dis-
cussion on the “ecology” (i.e. ecological means unstructured and as natural as
possible [28]) of the environment of the experimental tests. Infact it is clear that
environment strongly affects behaviour so that it is hard (if not impossible) to
dissect whether a particular aspect derive from genetic (internal) mechanisms
or from environmental (external) conditions. So if one is interested in discover-
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1.2. THE MECHATRONIC PARADIGM 5

ing new biological mechanisms or understanding how and what genes express,
it is crucial to filter all influences derived from the external environment in
order to focus only on those changes and effects generated by internal causes.

A real improvement of the situation could derive from technology; with the
rapid development of the new mechatronic technologies and the progressive in-
tegration of engineering in medical fields, innovative alternative methods have
been proposed to overcome current difficulties. The keyword of the new ap-
proach is “multimodality”. Gerlai in [24] proposed technological devices which
are able to increase the information density of the test (i.e. to increase the
number of behavioral measures of brain function one can obtain from a single
test) and to increase the flexibility of the test apparatus, so that it can tap into
a broader spectrum of brain functions. In this way the researcher is allowed
to monitor and study several physiological and environmental parameters in
a single test and to perform test batteries in series as already suggested by
Crawler [23] and van der Staay [14]. Mechatronics can provide also a solution
to the need of an ecological environment. Indeed the development of MEMs
(Micro Electro-Mechanical systems) enabled the strong reduction of the weight,
the dimensions and, in general, of the obtrusivity of the sensors. Infact MEMs
can be used, as shown in many experiments present in literature, as wearable
(sometimes even wireless) systems expanding the possibility of testing animal
models or even human in their really natural living conditions.

1.2 The mechatronic paradigm

As shown in previous sections, behavioural analysis has a very wide fields
of application and the use of innovative technological devices could enhance
greatly the outcoming results. In this work the author explored the possible
integration between behavioural analysis and Mechatronics

Different definitions of Mechatronics have been published both on papers
or books. As an example, the definition given by IRDAC (Industrial R&D
Advisory Committee) of the European Community is the following:

“The term Mechatronics refers to a synergistic combination of precision
engineering, electronic control and systems thinking in the design of products
and manufacturing processes. It is an interdisciplinary subject that both draws
on the constituent disciplines and includes subjects not normally associated with
one of the above.” [1]

Van Amerong [2] instead focused on the major benefits that a mechatronic
approach could produce; indeed he stated that respect to classically designed
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

devices, mechatronic systems:

• have greater flexibility

• have a better performance and higher quality

• are less expensive

Other definitions affirm that “Mechatronics is the synergistic combination
of mechanical and electrical engineering, computer science, and information
technology, which includes control systems as well as numerical methods used
to design products with built-in intelligence” [4]. However a final conclusion has
been provided by Hewitt [5] who said that a precise definition of Mechatronics
is not possible, nor is it particularly desirable, because the field is new and
expanding rapidly; too rigid a definition would be constraining and limiting
and that is precisely what is not wanted at present.

According to the previous definitions, Mechatronics cannot be considered
simply as a new research field or a new engineering branch; it is a novel way
of conceiving and designing devices applying theoretical concepts and integrat-
ing technologies and skills form different scientific fields sometimes apparently
totally unconnected.

The scientific roots of Mechatronics derive from the growing awareness in
the scientific community that the technology cannot be separated according
to conventional disciplines and further that important innovations often stem
from the interaction of several previously unconnected streams of scientific and
technological activity [6, 7].

As biomedical engineers, it is worth also to name Biomechatronics. Biomecha-
tronics is using biomedical knowledge for the development and optimization of
mechatronic systems. This covers bionics (biology for engineering) as well as
biomedical engineering and its relatives (engineering for biology) [8, 2]. So the
relation between the “bio”-world (biology, genetics, medical science) and engi-
neering is twofold: one can use physiology, biology or neuroscience principles as
a source of inspiration to design innovative more performing devices or control
systems; the inverse process is to put engineering techniques and methods to
use in medical science for the development of new tools aiming at both base
research or clinical practice in medical disciplines.
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1.3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 7

Figure 1.2: The integrated approach of multidisciplinary features brings to
Mechatronics, which integrates many engineering fields to the development of
innovative products in several commercial areas.

1.3 The proposed approach

Fig.1.3 summarizes the structure of the research done. In particular Be-
havioural Analysis is generally performed on humans or on animal models.
Animals (mostly mice and rats, but also primates and other) are widely used
for basic research in Neuroscience or Phenomics as model of particular human
features or pathologies. In basic research also human subjects (both healty
or pathological) can be matter of study to identify the biological mechanisms
underlying the behaviours detected. Behaviour can be also study for diagnosis
purpose so to understand and correlate motor abnormalities to cognitive im-
pairments or diseases. Of course in this case behavioural analysis can be applied
only to human. The last application presented in the scheme is performed only
on human and concerns the use of behavioral analysis thorugh mechatronics
to assess neurological conditions of patients and to define a measurement scale
of ’distance to normality’ useful for clinical evaluation in neurorehabilitation.

So the following chapters will present different case-studies related to this
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: The possible application of behavioural analysis: the blocks repre-
sent the single research activities preformed during the PhD and reported in
this thesis

schema showing the improvements and the benefits that the mechatronic ap-
poroach implies.

The second chapter is devoted to the study of a force detecting platform
for tremor detecion in mice model of behavioural disorders. In this case
the mouse to be analyzed can move freely and the behavioural analysis
is performed during the movement.

The third chapter presents a mechatronic platform for the assessment of
motor performances in both healty or impaired subjects. The platform
allows the analysis of a planar catching task of a sliding object. The
platform is completely modular and one possible application concerns
the investigation of the activation of motor cortex areas and the neural
motor organization and planning before the movement initiation.

The fourth chapter shows how behavioural analysis can be applied to early
diagnose neurodevelopmental diseases such as the Autism by linking ab-
normalities detected in motor domain to cognitive impairments. This is
the main topic of Neurodevelopmental Engineering, that will be presented
in the chapter.
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1.3. THE PROPOSED APPROACH 9

The fifth chapter illustrates an application of behavioural analysis on hu-
man, in particular in post-stroke subjects. The chapter presents some
techniques for the extraction useful clinical features as markers to assess
a recovery process. Measurements in this case are performed on an iso-
metric force detecting platform, so that no movement is executed by the
patient during the analysis.
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Chapter 2

A tremor detecting platform

Movement and behavior analysis is a key research area in the domain of biomed-
ical engineering and in many other medical research domains aiming at the
understanding of physiological motor and cognitive basic mechanisms. The
systematic application of robotic and mechatronic technologies to realize new
tools and measurement methods for quantitatively assessing motor and cogni-
tive functions in humans as well as in animal models is gaining an increasing
popularity.

2.1 Introduction

Biomedical Robotics is a discipline in rapid and continuous development. It
aims at providing innovative methods and tools for improving the quality of
health care but also for enabling new research pathways in the medical and
biological domain. An increasing research interest is growing worldwide, both
in the medical and in the engineering community, on the potential impact of
the application of robotics to the field of Neuroscience (Neuro-Robotics) [41],
[42].

This work is a first significant attempt to link the application of mechatronic
and robotic technologies to specific areas of Neuroscience, such as neurobi-
ology and neurophysiology of developmental disorders, which have been only
partially addressed so far by roboticists. This new area could be dubbed Neuro-
Developmental Engineering. More specifically, the multidisciplinary research
work that is being carried out by a joint team of roboticists and neurobiologists
is focusing on the introduction of such technologies in the area of Phenomics.

11
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12 CHAPTER 2. A TREMOR DETECTING PLATFORM

Phenomics is a new promising discipline which integrates and expands genomic
research [43]. It analyzes the relationship between genetic code and its exter-
nal expressions, i.e. phenotype, in order to better understand physiological and
neuro-physiological mechanisms. Phenomics frontiers are still not well defined;
one of its principal trends is represented by behavioral analysis, in particular
movement and gait, in animal models. The aim of this research is finding some
characteristics in animal models that could be compared with patterns of phys-
iological or pathological human models. A particular mouse model, the Reeler,
seems to be particularly related to human neuro-developmental disorders such
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The Reelers are spontaneous mutant mice
that present evident tremor and ataxia, i.e. the loss of the ability to coor-
dinate muscular movement. A quantitative and objective analysis of tremor
would provide useful, for example, when evaluating pharmacological treatment.

2.2 Rationale

Animal models (i.e. mutant rodents) are widely used in Neuroscience aiming
at the understanding of physiological or pathological mechanism of the brain
and CNS and their development [38]. Experiments on animal models allow
the researchers to access directly on biological data and, through appropriate
scaling, to compare these results on human.

Advances in genetic technologies have permitted the identification of genes
disrupted in many mutants, allowing a molecular interpretation of the pheno-
types. For several decades, the spontaneous mutant mouse reeler has been used
as a model for the analysis of the development of laminated brain structures.

Recently, reelin, the gene disrupted in the reeler mouse, has been identified.
reelin encodes a novel extracellular molecule that controls neural cell position-
ing through mechanisms that are not yet completely understood. Analysis of
the expression pattern and the properties of the reelin gene product (Reelin)
suggests models for its function during brain development [38]. Scaling these
new findings to human, the Reelin glycoprotein is implicated in the etiology
of several neurodevelopmental disorders ie, schizophrenia,[33], [34] bipolar dis-
order, major depression,[34] and autism.[35], [36]. Moreover, converging data
point to Reelin as an important modulator of a neuronal signaling system that
may be involved in synaptic transmission and plasticity [37].

Reeler is an autosomal recessive mutant mouse that was first discovered
nearly 50 years ago[62]. This mutation produced an ataxic and reeling gait
in the affected mice. Analysis of the central nervous system in the mutant
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2.3. THE FORCE PLATFORM 13

mouse revealed multiple defects such as inverted cortical lamination, abnormal
positioning of neurons and aberrant orientation of cell bodies and fibers [62],
[39].

The Reeler is an autosomal recessive mutation; heterozygous mice are indis-
tinguishable from normal, whereas homozygous mice exhibit ataxia, tremors,
imbalance, and a typical reeling gait that becomes apparent at 2 weeks after
birth [38].

The human reelin gene (RELN) has been cloned and mapped to chromo-
some 7q22. Its product is similar to mouse Reelin (94.2%identity), suggesting
a highly conserved function. RELN is expressed in the brain before and after
birth, at the highest levels in the cerebellum [40].

Whether Reelin is involved in a human disease or not, it is important to
recognize that many neurological disorders, including schizophrenia, autism
and some forms of childhood epilepsy, arise as a consequence of migratory
defects during brain development. Thus, it is possible that an analysis of the
molecular and cellular basis and of the phenotype of Reelin function may reveal
important information about the mechanisms responsible for these devastating
diseases.

2.3 The force platform

Earliest attempts of quantitative analysis date back to 1989 when Steinberg
[44] studied mouse ataxia by analyzing footprints via a digitizer tablet for
successive computer based analysis. Most recent approaches make use of avail-
able technology which allows assessing both kinematic and dynamometric data.
Force platforms, mainly consisting of a rigid large platform suspended upon lat-
eral load cells, have been developed [45], [46], [47], [48] to analyze the overall
Ground Reaction Force (GRF) during locomotion. Kinematics relative to a
single paw could be derived by means of a camera located beneath the (trans-
parent) platform. To the authors knowledge, only rare examples, such as [49],
[63], can be found in literature where the GRF relative to a single paw can be
determined.

Another recent application is the mechatronic system for behavioural and
gait analysis in animal models presented as a tool for robot-mediated rehabil-
itation [64].

Tremor characterization and evaluation is classically performed by using
assessment scale based on the researcher’s observations and thus being subjec-
tive and low repeatable. With the development of electronics and computer
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14 CHAPTER 2. A TREMOR DETECTING PLATFORM

science, several devices for tremor detection and analysis have been developing
[73]; they are generally based on electromyography detection [50, 52, 56, 57],
accelerometers [58, 59, 56], force transducers [60, 61], measurement of linear
and angular displcement [53, 54], measurement of velocity [55, 56] and video
recording [51].

Some tools are even commercially available such as Smartcube (PsychoGen-
ics Inc.) and IntelliCage (NewBehavior Inc.) [43], consist of sensorised cages
which allow to automatically capture, quantify and store information on a large
number of behavioral motor and posture patterns but they do not provide infor-
mation of GRF relative to a single paw during locomotion. As for commercially
available sensors, given the specific needs of this application, it is very difficult
to find multiaxis force sensors matching the geometric constraints or which can
be adapted to suit such needs. The few suitable sensors are either based on
complex mechanisms, in terms of fabrication technology, or on complex signal
processing electronics. In both cases such solutions become more and more
unsuitable to scenarios where many of these sensorised modules are combined
together, as described below.

2.4 Functional and technical specifications

The aim of this work is providing neuroscientists with a force sensor, able to
detect tremor from small animal models i.e. reeler mice. In order to plan and
realize this device, functional specifications about the kind of analysis to be
performed, the dimension and the strength of the animal model and the envi-
ronmental conditions were gathered directly from the neuroscientists working
to the Developmental Neuroscience and Neural Plasticity Lab at Campus Bio-
Medico University and afterward translated into technical constraints.

For what concerns the functional specifications, first of all it is necessary the
platform to be highly specific to paw tremor rather than to whole body tremor
as in [65]. This issue can be achieved by reducing the size of the sensing element
to be comparable with a single paw of the animal. This first feature opens the
way to a series of possibility in the design of the tool: a small dimension sensing
element can be simply placed side by side with other small sensing elements
around the arena the animal should be posed on.

Following this preliminary directions, the device could be thought as an
arena (i.e. a cage) whose surface contains one or more force sensors the mouse
can step on. Such a platform, from the mouse perspective, should look pretty
much like a tile in the floor. This would allow to patch the floor with a variable
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2.4. FUNCTIONAL AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 15

number of sensorised tiles for different kinds of experiments, allowing recon-
figurable modular setups. A direct consequence of the use of multiple tiles is
that each force sensor should be mechanically simple and robust, so implying
the low-cost of the structure.

The mechanical simplicity is also a desirable feature because it should be
considered that this tool aims at being extensively used in non-engineering labo-
ratories and so it should allow simple assembly from off-the-shelf components.
All these considerations exclude definitively the use of complex mechanical
structures.

Through the analysis of the literature about GRFs exerted by animal mod-
els during normal gait, it can be seen that, due to the weight of the animal,
the vertical GRF component is generally ten times larger than the horizontal
ones [49], [63]. For this reason, it is suitable to use different sensors in the
two cases. In particular, normal forces besides being larger in magnitude, are
easily measured via pressure sensors, e.g. piezoresistive arrays, directly placed
on top of the tile. In this way the pressure distribution can also be derived,
providing thus extra information, e.g. the heading direction, which can be cor-
related with the in-plane components. On the contrary, detection of in-plane
forces requires an “ad hoc” design and it would have a major scientific interest
since in literature tremor analysis via horizontal GRFs detection has not been
explored sufficiently as well.

Although the research tool this paper deals with is able to detect only
dynamometric data, other approaches can be found in literature for the devel-
opment of detecting tremor devices ([46], [47]) making use of available technol-
ogy which allows assessing both kinematic and dynamometric data. In those
works, force platforms, mainly consisting of a rigid large platform suspended
upon lateral load cells, have been used to obtain dynamometric data during
locomotion whereas kinematics relative to a single paw could be derived by
means of a camera located beneath the (transparent) platform or an external
camera taking an environmental view.

Another functional aspect that came out after the first prototypes is the
need of knowing which body part of the mouse is in fact interacting with the
tile and where the mouse paw is headed during the interaction. A camera just
beneath the sensorized tile (made of a transparent light material, i.e. Plex-
iglas) was placed in order to solve this issue; in this way through an offline
data elaboration it is possible to drop the artifact of the experimental session,
focusing the analysis just on the scientifically relevant part of the signals.

Finally a very important feature was added to the platform. As mentioned
above, the GRF detecting tool should be used in a Neuroscientific lab. This
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16 CHAPTER 2. A TREMOR DETECTING PLATFORM

means that a very simple calibration procedure to be performed just before each
experimental session would guarantee the maximum reliability of the measure-
ments. Usually calibration procedures are time consuming and require very
good instrumentations and structured environments. A novel sensor fusion
procedure was experimented to overcome these limitations. In particular the
platform was provided with an acceleration sensor which detects the horizon-
tal accelerations of the sensorized element. To calibrate the device, it is just
needed to provide an impulse-like input (small mechanical shock) to the plat-
form, thus obtaining a double information of the system response. Through
data elaboration techniques, the calibration curve of the platform can be finally
derived.

2.5 Design of the platform

As previously mentioned, the interaction between engineers and neuroscientists
played a fundamental role in the design and the development of the device.
During the designing phase, for instance, a continuous bi-directional flow of
information was exchanged between them: at first functional specifications were
collected by engineers from neuroscientists; then engineers translated them
into technical constraints (such as the maximum applied strength, maximum
allowable displacements, etc.), elaborated different solutions and chose the one
that better matched with medical and practical needs and criteria. Finally,
once the sensor has been developed and tested, neuroscientists gave to designers
important feedbacks useful to improve the system in further developments.

The final device will be a mechatronic platform for behavioural analysis
purpose, composed by a sensing stage (tremor, temperature, position, orienta-
tion detection) and an actuated stage in order to perform also interactive tests
with mice as general as possible, by supplying them different kind of stimuli.
In this paper the first sensing stage is presented in its planning and realization.

Generally forces can only be determined via indirect measurements [66].
Typically, load cells perform force measurement via two levels of transduction.
The primary transducer consists of an elastic mechanism which undergoes de-
formation under the action of force. A secondary transducer is then used to
transform the mechanical deformation into an electrical signal. Once the maxi-
mum force to be measured is given, the elastic mechanism is designed to remain
within the linear range, which usually requires high stiffness.
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2.5. DESIGN OF THE PLATFORM 17

2.5.1 Primary transducers

In general, for a given material, the stiffer the structure, the larger the force it
can withstand; on the other hand, considering the secondary transducer, high
stiffness directly translates into small deformation, i.e. increasing stiffness neg-
atively affects resolution and sensitivity. Finally, the mechanical stiffness will
be determined as a trade-off between the need for not-too-compliant structures
and the need for resolution. Nevertheless, when both stiffness and resolution are
hard constraints, solutions can still be found by means of complex mechanical
structures. For example, instead of using bending cantilever with homogeneous
cross-section as primary transducer, just narrowing the beam at specific points
[67] allows concentrating deformations at those very points, therefore increas-
ing sensitivity, without changing the overall stiffness. Of course, these solutions
require higher costs for fabrication and assembly, reducing the simplicity of the
overall system and must be rejected due to motivations described in section
2.4.

Again according to functional specifications, only horizontal components
of GRFs are interesting for this application, while the vertical one must be
neglected. This issue can be faced and solved through a smart mechanical
design, i.e. the parallel kinematism.

The parallel kinematism adopted in this work has been obtained by clamp-
ing two tiles to the ends of four pillars, so that the two tiles are constrained to
move parallely one another for small deflections; this achievement makes the
structure very stiff in the axial (vertical) direction, but relatively compliant in
the other two transverse (horizontal) directions intrinsically allowing horizon-
tal displacements detection more than vertical one. This means that effects
of vertical forces are negligible in comparison to those of the horizontal ones,
normal forces1 and torques have in fact negligible effects.

Design and fabrication of the tiles, being rigid elements, poses very little
problems. Figure 2.1 shows the structure of the platform. The large central
hole simply reduces the total weight, increasing thus the sensor bandwidth. The
four smaller holes require more precision since pillars will be inserted through
such holes and glued for clamping. On the other hand, pillars require much
more care. They represent the compliant part of the mechanism and therefore

1Even considering axially rigid pillars, normal forces are counterbalanced only if the top
tile is perfectly centered. In case of a lateral shift, the pillar axis does not coincide with the
vertical direction and therefore normal forces will have an effect. Such effect is proportional
to the lateral deformation to the length of the pillars ratio, i.e. it can be reduced by increasing
the stiffness of the pillars.
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18 CHAPTER 2. A TREMOR DETECTING PLATFORM

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: The mechanical structure of the sensor consisting of two tiles (cen-
tral holes simply reduce mass) kept parallel by four long and thin pillars (a).
Each pillar has both ends constrained to be perpendicular to the tiles. Long
and thin pillars are used to provide enough compliance in the transversal direc-
tion while being extremely stiff in the axial direction, therefore only in-plane
forces cause detectable deformation (b). By clamping the bottom tile to the
ground, the top one is constrained to move parallelly to the ground, i.e. the
structure is practically not deformed by weight forces and torques.

final stiffness will pretty much depend upon their geometrical features. Good
repeatability is guaranteed by the use of commercially available needles. Four
stainless steel needles for spinal anesthesia (BBRAUN Pencan) where used.
This is at the same time an extremely inexpensive and accurate solution since
needles manufacturer must respect ISO standards (9626). Furthermore hollow
structures are to be preferred to solid ones since, for the same bending stiffness,
hollow structures are lighter, increasing thus the sensor bandwidth. Pillars,
i.e. needles, are clamped at both ends to the rigid tiles. By means of elastic
beams theory, the relation between lateral, i.e. horizontal, displacement and
horizontal force F0 is:

δ =
L3

12EI
F0 (2.1)

where E is the Young’s module and I is the moment of inertia which, for a
hollow cylinder with inner and outer radius respectively ri and ro, is given by
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2.5. DESIGN OF THE PLATFORM 19

Figure 2.2: The self-aligned assembly procedure. Four needles are inserted in
the small through holes of the tile and placed in the upright position (a).A
centering cylinder is placed through the central hole of the tile (b). Spacing
discs are then piled up (c) as the cylinder keeps everything up and steady.
When a given number of discs is piled up, the second tile is also inserted (d).
After each end of the needles has been glued to the tiles, first the cylinder
is removed, then the discs are let slide sideway and then, after cutting off
protruding parts of the needles, the structure (e) is finally assembled.

I = π
r4o − r4i

4
(2.2)

The choice of needles dimensions will thus affect the stiffness and therefore
resonance frequency as well as the bandwidth of the structure.

The maximum horizontal force expected for a laboratory mouse was es-
timated, see experimental results in [49], [63], to stay below Fmax = 0.1 N ,
assuming as Fmax the normal force that each paw sustains (around a quarter
of the mouse weight). A mouse stepping on the platform should not perceive
any compliance in the tile in order to keep the experimental environment as
“ecological” as possible avoiding unnatural behaviors of the animal. For this
reason, the maximum lateral displacement displayed by the tile was heuristi-
cally2 set to be max δmax = 100 µm. Maximum displacement should only
occur when the maximum lateral force is applied, leading thus to a lateral stiff-
ness ktot = 4× kneedle = 1000 N/m. Each needle3 shall then display a stiffness

2100 µm can be considered a negligible displacement with respect to the animal’s paw.
3Needles are mechanically in parallel, therefore the final stiffness will be four times the

stiffness of a single needle
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20 CHAPTER 2. A TREMOR DETECTING PLATFORM

kneedle = 250 N/m. When selecting a needle from a catalog, a gauge must be
specified in order to define parameters such as inner and outer diameter. For
this application, a gauge G = 25 was chosen, corresponding to inner and outer
diameter respectively ri = 0.51 mm and ro = 0.26 mm. Needles are made of
stainless steel, i.e. Young’s module E = 200 GPa. Considering the weight4 of
the aluminum tile (ρal = 2700 Kg/m3 is the aluminum mass density) of about
Mtile = 0.0012 Kg and the total stiffness of 1000 N/m, a first resonance can be
estimated at about f0 = Ktot/Mtile ≈ 114 Hz, i.e. well beyond specifications.

Assembly is another important aspect in choosing mechanisms of the sensors
or sensing techniques. Special care was taken in designing the sensor in such
a way that a self-aligned assembly procedure was eventually possible. Self-
alignment in fact guarantees repeatability. Figure 2.2 shows the assembly steps.
Four needles are first inserted in the through holes (the smaller ones) of the
tile and placed in the upright position. The central hole of the tile, besides
reducing the final mass, allows insertion of a centering cylinder, i.e. this will
constrain every part to stay centered with respect to the axis of the cylinder
itself. In order to have a pre-determined distance between the two tiles, 2 mm
thick discs, used as adjustable spacers, were piled up. Once the exact number
of discs is inserted, the second tile is also put in place. So far, only gravity
helped maintaining everything aligned. At this point, needles can be glued at
both ends to the tiles. Once the glue is cured, the cylinders and the spacers
(discs) can be easily removed while protruding parts of the needles can be
simply cut off. A self-aligned structure is thus obtained.

Finally, since the platform will be used to detect tremor i.e. a dynamic sig-
nal, it is necessary to define the maximum frequency the sensor should be able
to detect and then try to keep the sensor’s resonance frequency faraway from
it. Tremor, whether natural or pharmacologically induced [68], never exceeds
30 Hz and therefore a 100 Hz structural resonance will induce a practically
flat response of the system in the range of interest (0− 30 Hz).

Main characteristics of the force platform, or tile, may be summarized as
follows:

kinematics: being interested in only detecting the in-plane components of
the GRF, the tile should be kinematically constrained to stay parallel to
ground.

mechanism: in order to sense in-plane forces, the (rigid) tile should be me-

4The equivalent, i.e. for resonance purposes, mass of the needles is negligible with respect
to the tile
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Functional schema (a) and picture (b) of the IR optical proximity
sensor

chanically connected to the ground via an elastic mechanism that displays
a certain compliance in the in-plane directions while being extremely stiff
in the vertical direction.

dynamics: the (rigid) tile plus the compliant mechanism behave as an oscil-
lating system whose resonant frequency should be higher then the typical
frequencies characterizing tremor.

2.5.2 Secondary transducer

Since only compliant structures as simple as homogeneous cross-section bending
beams will be considered, stresses and strains will be pretty much distributed.
Deployment of strain gauges is therefore not advisable, high stiffness constraint
leads to small deformations and strains. Preliminary calculation have shown
that at maximum exerted forces strains would be in the order of microstrains,
therefore noise would represent a major issue. As an alternative, non-contact
proximity sensors where considered. Among several other choices, IR reflective
sensors turned out the best choice in terms of complexity and cost reduction.

In particular, an OMRON OPB706B and OMRON SFH 9201 were used
where an infrared (IR) emitting diode and a phototransistor are mounted side
by side and embedded in the same plastic case (Fig.2.3). The phototransistor
responds to radiation from the emitter only when a reflective object passes
within its fields of view, about 10 mm for the selected sensor.

For proximity measurements, emitter and receiver simply face a side of the
tile, the gap between the optical sensor and the (top) tile is thus detected
as the tile moves as a consequence of exerted in-plane forces. The optical
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22 CHAPTER 2. A TREMOR DETECTING PLATFORM

Figure 2.4: The optical retro-reflective IR proximity sensor calibration curve
is highly non-linear, but it can be linearized under the hypothesis of small
displacement (i.e. ±100µm)

sensor produces a current variation in response to a mechanical deformation.
The response is shown in fig.2.4: it is a highly nonlinear curve, but for small
displacements it can be easily linearized in some particular points. Fig.2.4
shows one linearization point.

The optical sensor needs of a power supply and output signal control elec-
tronic circuit: a current-voltage (I/V) converter (i.e. a pre-amplifier stage) is
used to generate a voltage from the original current signal; in this way it can
then be filtered and amplified for numerical (A/D) conversion. Then a low-pass
filter (100 Hz) and offset regulation stage is added to the circuit. Finally the
signal is further on amplified and sent to the A/D module.

In order to read out both components of GRF, two optical sensors where
used which faced different sides of the tile. A National Instrument ADC board
was used for a 12 bits A/D conversion of signals coming from the two sen-
sors and for a serial transmission to a Personal Computer (PC) via an USB
connection. The acquired signals were thus stored for later processing.
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2.6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND CALIBRATION 23

2.6 Experimental setup and calibration

Figure 2.5: Experimental setup

In order to test the force platform with laboratory mice, a simple apparatus
was set up as in the following. With reference to Figure 2.5, a circular arena
(15 cm in diameter) with wooden floor (a) was placed at a certain height from
a table and sustained with lateral columns (b). At the center of the floor, a
1.5 cm diameter hole was drilled which would host the sensorised tile (d), i.e.
a plastic cylinder glued on top of the force platform (c). By means of a manual
z-axis stage (e) placed right beneath the wooden arena, the force platform was
lifted up so that the plastic cylinder would fit through the hole in the center of
the arena and stay right at the level of the arena. The optical sensor (f) was
fixed at a height so that it faced one side of the platform. Different versions
of the platform were developed, in further improvements of the burden, the
shape, the handiness and the modularity.

Preliminary tests were made using only one optical sensor, obtaining only
data from one of the two GRF components, even if the overall system has been
completely designed and developed to perform 2 DOF analysis.

Before calibrating the whole system, the optical sensor’s characteristics were
also verified with respect to the operating environment. Optical sensors based
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Figure 2.6: Calibration setup

Figure 2.7: Time plot (top) and frequency plot (bottom) of the normalized
impulse response of the mechanical structure.

on reflective targets behave differently according to the color and size of the
object itself (in this case a 2 mm thick aluminum tile) and surrounding objects
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as well. In order to evaluate performance, a micrometric screw was used to
simulate the effect of forces on the tiles; in this way tiles displacements could
be controlled within 10 µm. Good agreement with the datasheet was verified.

2.6.1 Static calibration

Once the working point was established (by fixing the distance between the
sensor and the tile), the force sensor was ready to be statically and dynamically
calibrated, by linearizing around the point. Weights (1, 5 g) were used to exert
in-plane forces as shown in figure 2.6. The numerical ratio between the applied
force (mg) and the distance variation measured (µ m) by the optical sensor was
used to measure the stiffness of the whole mechanical structure, in very good
agreement with the expected modelled value (1000 N/m). Different weights
were used to compute stiffness at different loading conditions. The structure
proved linear even outside the range of interest.

2.6.2 The dynamic calibration

After the prototypes were developed, a first but significant test was performed.
Figure 2.7 shows the response (both in time and frequency) of the mechanical
structure after being subjected to a (small) mechanical shock, i.e. its impulse
response. A resonant frequency around 100 Hz is evident. Resonant frequency
is lower than the theoretically estimated one due to the inertial loading of
an extra added mass (element d in figure 2.5). Nevertheless, a flat band is
displayed in the frequency range of interest (0− 30 Hz).

Although this technique gives an overview in a sight of the dynamic behav-
ior of the system, it can’t be considered as a calibration procedure, being a
qualitative test. A quick and easy test was designed to allow the researcher to
perform a calibration each time a new experimental session starts.

The goal of a calibration process is to obtain the characteristics of the curve
(assumed linear) which correlates the input (i.e. displacement or force) and the
output (i.e. voltage) of the device. A line is mathematically described by two
parameter, i.e. the slope and the intercept. The intercept (offset) can be simply
obtained by measuring the working point of the device. What is really needed
is the gain (slope) of the line.

In this application the slope is calculated as follows: the acceleration signal
is acquired, filtered and integrated twice in order to obtain the position data;
these data are the reference vector to be compared to the output optical sensor
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signal for the final calibration. In formulas:

Vopt(t) = G ·∆x(t) (2.3)
Vacc(t) = C ·∆ẍ(t) (2.4)

where Vopt and Vacc are respectively the output voltage of the optical sensor
and the accelerometer, ∆x is the displacement of the tile, C is the known
constant of the accelerometer while G is the slope needed.

The basic idea would be to derive the G constant through the double inte-
gration of the Vacc (i.e. ∆ẍ) obtaining ∆x to be substituted in the 2.3, thus
deriving G. In formulas:

∆x(t) =
1
C

∫ ∫
Vacc(τ) dτ2 =

∫ ∫
∆ẍ(τ) dτ2 (2.5)

Unfortunately this way presents some technical problems mostly related to
the difficulty to extract displacement data from acceleration ones. In fact this
formulation would be valid in the ideal case where no drift errors affected the
accelerometer signal. Numerical integration of an acceleration signal presents,
instead, a well-known problem just because of the drift affecting the accelerom-
eters; such an error (assumed constant) grows linearly (respectively as a square
power) if the signal is once (twice) integrated along the time.

For these reasons, in order to minimize the noise as much as possible, both
the acquired optical and acceleration signals are processed with a narrow pass-
band filter whose bandwidth is centered just on the resonance peak (w0) of
the system; around that frequency, indeed, the SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio)
is maximum and the drift error assumed constant (i.e. frequency 0 Hz) is
rejected.

With reference to fig.2.8.(a), the output voltage from the optical sensor
is plotted versus the displacement vector derived from the elaboration. The
cloud of points is clearly arranged on a negative slope line. Through a linear
regression, the two parameters of the line can be revealed. The fig.2.8.(b) shows
the comparison between the results of the static and the dynamic procedures.
The two curves can be considered overlapped, the maximum difference between
the two lines (at the two ends) is less than 1% of the full scale.

After the D/A conversion, the sensor could resolve forces in the order of
1 mN and the final platform sensitivity has been proved to be −1.02 V/N . See
[70], [69], [71] for details.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Results of the dynamic calibration. (a) Vopt vs ∆x derived from the
double integration of the acceleration signal. (b) The two calibration curves
obtained from static and dynamic procedures. The two lines can be considered
overlapped

2.7 Preliminary tests and data analysis

Preliminary experimental tests involved 5 mice, 3 reelers and 2 heterozygotes.
For each mouse different sessions were performed. All tests lasted between 5
and 10 minutes in order to avoid that emotional factors affected mouse’s be-
havior: it was possible in fact that passing from their cages to the experimental
setup environment, mice got nervous or excited; so long lasting tests let them
accustom to the new environment and assure that they stepped at least one
time on the sensing tile. Furthermore in order to reduce even possible effects
of the environmental light on mice behavior, some test has been performed in
the dark. The choice of a precise experimental protocol has been particularly
difficult because of the few references that can be found in literature. It was
noticed that best results were obtained when mouse was free to explore the
new environment without particular constraints.

Acquired data were processed in a MATLAB environment. In particular,
spectrograms5 relative to a wildtype and a reeler mouse are shown in figure
2.9. Spectrograms perform the discrete-time Fourier transform of short-time
sliding window. Spikes at different times, in both plots, represent interaction

5Windowed discrete-time Fourier transform, see MATLAB function “specgram” help files
for details
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(a) Wildtype

(b) Reeler

Figure 2.9: Spectrograms for Wildtype (top) and Reeler (bottom) tests. The
colored peaks give information on the intensity of the respective frequency
component for each time interval

between mouse and platform. The proposed system clearly allows to detect the
horizontal band in the 18− 23 Hz range which characterized the spectrogram
relative to the reeler mouse. This means that, as expected, when the reeler
mouse steps over the platform, its characteristic tremor is then directly sensed
by the platform.

Plots in figure 2.9.(a) and 2.9.(b) represent the so called spectrogram, i.e.
a frequency/time representation of signals. The time axis represents the time
of the tests (sec). Spikes on the spectrogram occur when the mouse steps
on the platform. At first the wildtype spectrogram (figure 2.9.(a) has been
considered: a particular time interval is analyzed (from 77.4 sec to 79 sec);
in this interval the colored peak occurs in the spectrogram. In figure 2.10.(a)
this interval is analyzed in detail: the upper plot is the acquired signal versus
time, the lower plot is its Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Clearly, no significant
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harmonic content is present above 10 Hz. Similar conclusions can be drawn
for other time intervals relative to the other wildtype tests as well.

(a) Wildtype

(b) Reeler

Figure 2.10: Plots for Wildtype (top) and Reeler (bottom) tests. The first and
the third plot show the time analysis of particularly interesting time intervals
while the second and the fourth plot show the corresponding Fourier analysis
highlighting the harmonic content of the signals
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Figure 2.11: A spectrogram related with snapshots taken from the camera.
This analysis reveal those very points when the mouse steps on the tile and
where it is headed

Similar analysis was also performed on Reeler mice tests. From the spectro-
gram in figure 2.9.(b), relevant time intervals can be found (spikes representing
the interactions with the platform), i.e. around 52− 54 sec and 134− 135 sec.
One of these intervals is shown in form of time and FFT plots in figure 2.10.(b).
In this case, it is clear the presence of (around) 20 Hz centered peaks in the
spectrum of the signal. This preliminary result demonstrates the effective pos-
sibility to use the platform as a detecting tremor device for small animal model.

The fig.2.11 shows a spectrogram correlated with some snapshots taken
from the camera beneath the sensorized tile. The use of the camera allows
to reject those peaks in the spectrogram where the mouse isn’t stepping with
its own paws, but it’s just touching the platform with some other body parts.
This is quite typical in a ataxic mouse. Furthermore the images of the paw
could be processed to extract the direction the mouse is heading to, adding
more information to the behavioral analysis.
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2.8 Conclusion and future developments

In this work a new mechatronic instrument specifically designed for applica-
tion in the new emerging field of Phenomics has been designed, developed and
tested on animal models. In particular the authors attention focused on Reeler
mice, a spontaneous mutation that presents traits apparently similar to human
neuropathologies like Autism (i.e. stereotypies, tremor). The tight collabora-
tion between neuroscientists and bioengineers allowed the conceptualization of
an interactive force detecting platform device that integrates also other kinds
of sensors (cameras, pressure and temperature as well as force sensors) as a tool
for phenomic investigations and behavioural tests. This paper presents the de-
velopment of the innovative module for Ground Reaction Force detection for
tremor measuring; its novelty, derived from medical needs, is in the capability
to sense horizontal forces and in the dimension of the sensing element so to be
able to detect even single mouse paw tremor. Also, simple and modular design
and fabrication will allow further development of a larger modular, sensorized
environment. The sensor is composed by an elastic mechanism, that trans-
forms applied forces in deflection, and an optical stage, that lets to measure
the deflection. The whole system has been calibrated and typical characteris-
tics of measuring tools have been deduced such as sensitivity, resolution and
frequency response. Then, a series of experimental tests have been performed
both on reeler and on wildtype mice. Experimental protocol simply consisted
in letting the mouse walk freely on a surface with a hole which hosted the sen-
sorized tile that was able to detect GRF. Data obtained was sent to a PC and
elaborated offline in a MATLAB environment. The measurement method, con-
sisting in Fourier analysis with a spectrogram, highlighted that in reeler mice
Fourier diagrams a constant peak in frequency at about 20 Hz can be clearly
isolated; that means that in time domain an oscillation of 20 Hz can be seen
and that oscillation is due to mouse tremor. This tremor can be considered a
typical characteristic of reeler disease, since the tests in wildtype do not show
any relevant and repetitive peak in frequency. In order to highlight this tremor
peak a digital passband filter equivalent to an analogic active one has been
developed. Future work will be developed in two main directions: (i) definition
and application of new, more structured experimental protocols for assessing
the behaviour of the animal model in a variety of situations, e.g. for testing
the efficacy of new pharmacological treatments; (ii) implementation of an ex-
tended experimental platform, composed by a matrix of the proposed GRF
sensors and by other multimodal channels (e.g. cameras, etc.) in order to be
able to generate and record many different variables which can be relevant for
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in-depth tremor analysis and identification of other locomotion abnormalities
in small animal models.
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Chapter 3

The catching platform

Studies on human motor control are often focused on a specific motion task
(opportunely selected) which emphasizes peculiar biological mechanisms that
researchers intend to analyze. Catching a moving object, for instance, can be
regarded as a natural and ordinary task which allows investigating a variety
of issues related to human strategies and synergies, such as kinematics and
dynamic analysis of the upper limb during interception and catching, motion
prediction, or else generation of internal models in the Central Nervous System
(CNS).

A mechatronic system is presented that is conceived to serve as platform for
functional assessment of healthy and injured people during tasks of interception
and catching. This chapter describes a simple multimodal system conceived
for a direct application in the clinical practice for investigating and measuring
human performance. The complex 3-D task of catching a ball has been simpli-
fied to a planar task where the ball is replaced by a moving object on a linear
slider, in order to eliminate the influence of the gravitational model already
learnt by the CNS. The system could be particularly useful for investigation in
motor planning and organization, through the integrated (kinematic, dynamic,
neural) analysis of the time instants preceding the actual movement.

Basic components of the platform are described and their application to
human subjects is presented. In particular preliminary experiments on young
healthy people of motion analysis (in terms of kinematics and dynamometric
measures) and EEG measures are reported.

33
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3.1 Rationale

In studies on human motor control, a specific task is often selected in order to
investigate the mechanism of tuning motor behavior according to the perceived
sensory information and cognitive representation [141, 142, 143, 144]. For in-
stance, catching a moving ball is a natural and ordinary task cited in the liter-
ature to study preparation to tuning motor behavior [144, 145, 146, 147, 148].
It appears particularly attractive for neuroscientific investigations as it requires
coordinating several limb muscles acting on different limb joints within rigid
spatio-temporal constraints, due to the necessity of intercepting the moving
ball. Studying how a catching task is performed offers a wide scenario of re-
search topics ranging from limb kinematics analysis (e.g. correct positioning
in defined spatio-temporal constraints) and limb dynamics, up to motor pre-
diction, generation of internal models in the CNS, and also compliance control
during catching, particularly in the interaction with the ball [149]. Prediction
of impact parameters, basically based on visual information and cognitive inter-
ference, is regarded as a key factor of interception and compliance adjustment.
In [145, 151, 150], for example, anticipatory and reflex behaviours associated
with catching in presence of vision are extensively investigated.

In this work, the task of catching a moving object is regarded as a natu-
ral and ordinary task which allows investigating human performance of motor
control following a disease or a trauma and thus eligible for functional assess-
ment of injured people in clinical practice. The attention of this analysis was
devoted on the instants just before the initiation of the actual movements, to
investigate the activation of motor areas, more generally, on motor planning.

3.2 The catching platform

A mechatronic platform (henceforth named the “catching platform”) has been
designed for the controlled release of the object to be grasped, in order to
make the task controllable and repeatable and allow recording and monitoring
human gestures and kinematic and dynamic parameters during motion. The
system is specifically arranged to provide clinicians with a tool for assessment
able to ensure task repeatability, affordance, reliability and simplicity of data
interpretation; also, a further requirement of producing a low-cost system with
respect to the other more complex technological devices [152, 153, 154, 100]
used in the literature for the same purposes has been taken into account. The
catching platform has a modular structure which allows gradually increasing
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Figure 3.1: Design and description of the catching platform

the complexity and the cost of the system and, on the other hand, allows
purposely reconfiguring the system to address different issues, from the single
motion analysis up to the multimodal analysis of signals from different sources
(for example motion signals and neurophysiological signals). This permits to
bring improvements to each module independently from the others and, in a
future perspective, makes the system reconfigurable also for experiments of
neuroscience for investigating catching-related issues, such as human strate-
gies for interception, the role of gaze in the interception, the issue of velocity
matching between the hand and the target, the regulation of arm impedance
during the motion task, etc. The design and the arrangement of the catching
platform for functional assessment of healthy and injured people, in view of an
application to clinics, is described. Analysis on healthy people is mainly ad-
dressed to extract performance indexes to be used as benchmark for patients.
The platform is made of a basic catching apparatus for the controlled release
of the object and a specific sensory system that is changed according to the
issue to investigate and the parameters to measure.

The catching apparatus is a planar device with a linear slider which con-
strains the object to a straight-line motion. The complex 3-D task of catching
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a ball [145, 150] has been simplified into a planar task where the ball is re-
placed by a moving object on the linear slider. In this way the influence of the
gravitational model already learnt by the CNS is eliminated. The customized
sensory and acquisition systems have a common purpose of providing infor-
mation on the force and the kinematic parameters applied during the task.
However, the type, the number and the location of the sensors is strictly de-
pendent on the investigation addressed, the phenomena to analyse and, also,
the required complexity and cost of the system. The next section provides a
detailed description of the basic components of the mechatronic catching plat-
form and demonstrates the feasibility of reconfiguring the sensory system based
on the parameters to measure and the addressed analysis. Still remaining in
the scenario of systems for functional assessment, in the following sections the
application of the catching platform to multimodal motion and neurological
analysis is presented with preliminary results.

The simplicity of the mechanical system and the modularity of the platform
allow integrating acquisition systems for motion analysis with neurophysiolog-
ical acquisition systems and extend human behavior analysis to neurological
aspects related to reorganization and modification of cortical areas following
rehabilitation therapy. To this regard, the use of the mechatronic platform with
brain analysis technologies (like EEG) and muscular activity monitoring sys-
tems (e.g. EMG) is proposed in addition to acquisition systems for kinematics
and dynamic parameters.

3.2.1 Design of the catching apparatus

The design of the catching platform tries to address the following two main
issues:

• to remove the contribution of gravity on the object motion;

• to easily vary the momentum applied to the moving object.

The first issue implies a simplification of the catching task into a planar
task. The second issue entails the possibility of selecting different motion con-
ditions for the object to be used in studying different topics. In view of that,
a straight linear motion for the target object is chosen and a spring pushing
system to release the object by varying the momentum is designed. The catch-
ing apparatus is shown in Fig.3.1. It consists of a linear slider moving on two
rectified bars, provided with two low friction linear bearings to ensure mini-
mum slider velocity loss during motion. A cylindrical interface for the target
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assembling is located on the slider. The interface allows positioning different
objects and sensors depending on the issue addressed. The PVC 1000×450 mm
table is used as reference plane for the planar motion and is supported by two
square aluminum bars. On the left aluminum bar the slider push system is
placed. It supplies the impulse for the slider. The push system is based on
spring preloading that allows varying the momentum transmitted to the slider:
the target moving object can be caught at different speeds depending on spring
preload. A button on the top of the bar actuates the release mechanism that,
when pushed, let the target object move immediately. The system is designed
to reach a slider velocity up to 2 m/s and the available stroke is 900 mm. On
the right bar a rubber shock-absorber is placed in order to adsorb slider kinetic
energy.

The setup is propped by four adjustable supports which allow varying the
height and the orientation of the reference plane. In this way the height of
the table can be adjusted according to the anthropometric dimensions of the
subject; on the other hand, by varying table orientation is possible to vary
the gravity contribution to the slider motion. The moving object mounted on
the catching apparatus is a 50 mm diameter aluminum tube. The diameter is
chosen according to 95th percentile of the grip circumference, as reported in
[125]. Finally, an array of Hall effect sensors is located on the edge of the PVC
table in parallel to the direction of the slider motion, which is used to compute
the target average velocity.

3.2.2 The sensory system

An ad hoc sensory system has been integrated with the catching apparatus in
order to provide motion information before catching the moving object as well
as during interception. The sensory system is basically composed of i) a force
module for dynamometric measures during interception; ii) a magneto-inertial
module for measuring limb kinematics parameters during the execution of the
motor task (before and during interception). The module for dynamomet-
ric measures consists of a force sensor mounted at the base of the cylindrical
moving object (Fig.3.2.a). The force sensor is a JR3 6-axis load cell having
a diameter of 50 mm and a thickness of 31 mm. It allows measuring forces
belonging to the range of [−150,+150]N . The magneto-inertial module is the
commercial unit Xsens MTx (Fig.3.2.b), which integrates one tri-axial magne-
tometer (3D compass), one tri-axial accelerometer and one tri-axial gyroscope
for 3D measures. It provides in output roll, pitch and yaw orientation angles
(calculated by an embedded processor), the 3D linear acceleration, the rate of
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Figure 3.2: (a) The moving handle with the JR3 load cell beneath. (b) The
magneto-inertial sensor (Xsense)

turn (gyro) and the earth magnetic field (in absence of other magnetic fields).
The module is easily wearable since it has dimensions of 53 × 38 × 21 mm
(WxLxH) and weight of 30 g, small enough to be placed on human body seg-
ments. Data from sensors are gathered and processed in real time in order
to reconstruct the 3D orientation of the module by means of a sensor fusion
algorithm. The calculated orientation has a static accuracy of about 0.5◦ and
a dynamic accuracy of about 1.0◦. Accelerometers have an accuracy of about
±1 mg with a 95% confidence level.

Also, a specific calibration procedure can be used in order to compensate for
possible distortions due to the interaction between the magnetic field and ferro-
magnetic objects. The gyroscopes, the accelerometers and the magnetometers
present a full scale value compatible with healthy human average performance
[156] of ±300◦/s, 1.7 g (being g = 9.81 m/s2 the gravitational acceleration) and
±750 mGauss (compatible with the earth magnetic field), respectively. The
force and the magneto-inertial modules used with the catching apparatus are
shown in Fig.3.2. The magneto-inertial module is embedded in a velcro bracelet
in order to be worn by the subject during the experimental trials. When po-
sitioned at the level of styloid processes of radius and ulna, the device on the
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bracelet provides global wrist acceleration (including gravity) with respect to
the device reference frame and its orientation (in terms of rotation matrix) with
respect the a fixed reference frame, defined during sensor initialization. The
rotation matrix allows calculating the gravity contribution to be subtracted
to the global wrist acceleration. Thus, an estimate of wrist velocity and po-
sition is extracted from the calculated wrist acceleration at the time interval
of impact with the moving object. Numerical integration via the trapezoidal
method is used to calculate wrist velocity and position and the linear drift due
to integration is compensated, assuming that initial and final velocity values of
the catching movements are null. Note that the magneto-inertial module can
be located on any other anatomical site for position tracking purposes, by just
manufacturing an ad-hoc lodgment.

3.3 Applications of the catching platform

In this section an example of application of the catching platform to motion
analysis is presented. However it is worth to stress that the modularity of the
system allows the same catching apparatus to be reconfigured in order to ad-
dress different scientific topics, just changing or re-adapting the sensing system
and the experimental protocol to the purposes of the performance analysis and
the level of complexity.

The aim of the study consists in the neurophysiological assessment of vol-
untary motor task. In particular the task is to catch with the upper limb a fast
moving (dynamic catching) or a still (static catching) object on a plane. The
attention is focused on the combined study of the neurophysiological features of
sensory-motor areas and kinematic indices of movement. In particular, the aim
is to characterize the cortical activation pattern through the analysis of EEG
signals derived from sensory-motor areas and to correlate them with kinematic
beahvioural parameters.

The EEG analysis has been performed in the time instants coming before
the initiation of the movement (up to 500 ms earlier) to analyze cortical circuit
devoted to voluntary movement organization and planning. The EEG analysis
was limited only to those intervals because of the presence of artifacts in the
EEG tracks due to the fast movement. The EEG device (Brain Amp) is able to
capture up to 32 EEG channel in parallel with a sample frequency of 256 Hz.

One chanel of the system is used as an input trigger: it is connected to
a series of resistors, so that when the handle is at the rest position, the elec-
tric circuit is shorted and the trigger channel reads 0 V , while as the handle
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starts, the trigger channel detects a small voltage (few mV ). In this way the
exact instant when the handle leaves is detected by EEG system allowing data
synchronization with the other sensors.

This is a functional study that could be considered as a starting point and
an essential introduction for other type of analysis:

• the study of the performances and behavioural strategies adjustments in
complex motor tasks for elderly people

• the assessment of motor impaired patients and the identification of pos-
sible prognostic markers for the achievement of the best recovery process

• the assessment of patients with movement impairment (i.e. Parkinson)
and the study of the adjustment of their motor strategies

3.3.1 Motion analysis and experimental protocol

The acquisition of arm kinematics data during the catching task is a fundamen-
tal step to measure motion parameters and to study synergies and strategies
adopted by human subjects to successfully perform the motion task. Here,
arm motion is analyzed by means of the magneto-inertial wearable device of
the sensory system described previously. It provides information about arm
kinematics during the motion task, even if the numerical integration needed
to extract limb velocity and position implies some issues. The data acquired
by the motion capture system are transmitted to a PC serially through a USB
interface. The experimental protocol for motion acquisition is explained in
the following. The subject is sat on a chair in front of a table. The catching
apparatus is placed on thetable and the PVC support is regulated at middle
sternum height. The subject is constrained to the chair by belts to avoid trunk
rotation during catching movements and the chair is positioned so that the sub-
ject chest is about 50 mm far from the PVC table edge. Further, the sagittal
plane of the subject has to be aligned with the middle axis of the PVC table.
The subject has the hand closed and the right forearm leant on the PVC table.
The start position is within the 70 × 100 mm rectangular area traced on the
table surface and the 5th metacarpal head has to be aligned with the distal
line of the start position area. The left arm is leant on the left leg. Starting
from the initial rest position, the subject has to intercept the slider and grasp
the target object that is released without any warning. Movement is planar,
with the forearm parallel to the PVC surface.
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Figure 3.3: Schema and picture of the experimental setup and the reference
frame

3.4 Experimental trials and preliminary results

Catching experimental trials for motion analysis have been carried out on 10
healthy young subjects (7 males, 3 females) with an average age of 24 (ranging
form 20 to 26). All subjects were right-handed.

In a typical dynamic test, the subject sits in front of the platform keeping
his arm folded with his wrist near his chest. Just few instants before the handle
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Figure 3.4: Distribution - average on all subjects - of desynchronization (ERD)
and synchronization (ERS) in different bands in static catching and dynamic
catching. The color blue represents the intensity of the desynchronization,
while the red one represents synchronization.

starts, the subject is asked to pay attention to it; then the handle is released
and he/she has to catch it as soon as he/she can. A single test lasts about 15
seconds. The time between two tests is more 12 seconds; during this period
the subject is asked to relax; in this way cerebral rythm is allowed to return to
the basal condition. The test is repeated for 40 times.

In the static test instead, the subject must execute the same task, at the
same conditions, but this time the handle doesn’t move, but it’s still in the
middle of the platform. So the subject is asked to catch it as fast as he can.
Also in this case the test is repeated 40 times.

EEG data were elaborated through matematical and statistical techniques
(i.e. ERS/ERD and others ) to derive information about the neuronal acti-
vation intensity and the position where the signals derive from. In this way
it is possible to explore the cortical activation areas involved in both dynamic
and static tasks in terms of synchronization or desynchronization of the sig-
nal; synchronization corresponds to an increased number of neurons firing at a
particular frequency (thus impling an activation/elaboration of a specific area
in a specific time) respect to a base condition; desynchronization implies the
opposite.

Fig.3.4 summarizes the results obtained. The different EEG frequency
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Figure 3.5: From left to right, acceleration detected by the magneto-inertial
sensor and velocity and position extracted from acceleration. In particular the
y-component is shown

bands are reported horizontally, while vertically there are the two different
tasks (dynamic and static). Different behaviours can be noticed in the two
cases, static or dyamic catching. Data on alpha and beta bands (which are
used in literature for movements evaluation) confirm what reported in litera-
ture about a generalized desynchronization taking place during pre-movement
phase. Theta band which is related with sensorimotor integration and planning
during complex tasks, is much more desynchronized in the dynamic task rather
than in the static. This result could be explained assuming that human brain
consider the static task much simpler than the dynamic.

Concerning results on kinematic data, it should be noticed that the matem-
atical technique deriving positions and velocities from accelerations provide
only an estimate of them, because of the error drift affecting the acceleration
signal. However a acceptable results can be obtained compensating the drift
numerically by assuming that it is constant along time. This assumption can
be considered reliable within small intervals of time (i.e. a catching movement)
as the error in position increases as the square power of the time.

So to perform a correct extraction of position and velocity, some constraints
are needed: first of all the initial and the final velocity of the movement must be
zero. This condition allows to force the initial and the final point of the velocity
vector to be zero, thus eliminating the eventual linear drift error. Finally, as
already mentioned, the task should be as shorter as possible. The shorter the
signal, the more reliable position and velocity are.

Fig.3.5 shows a typical acceleration, velocity and position profile. They
confirm data present in literature about minimum jerk theory of voluntary
movement with the typical bell shape, [159], [154]. Fig.3.6 presents the recon-
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Figure 3.6: Reconstruction of the trajectory followed by subject’s wrist (top
view)

structed x-y position of the subject’s wrist movement on the platform plane.
The rest position is in (0, 0), while the sliding handle should be imagined hor-
izontally at the top of the graph (at about 30− 35 cm).

Different kinematic and dynamic features have been extracted from these
signals to obtain indices of motor performance. The following list illustrates
the most meaningful of them:

Contact Time Time between handle starting and the instant of iterception

Time to Contact (TTC) Time between acceleration peak and instant of
catching; the use of this parameter was inspired by a previous work [161]

Iterception position X and Y position at the instant of iterception respect
to the wrist rest position (before the task initiation)

Max velocity Peak in the velocity curve (bell-shaped)

Interception force Value of force at the instant of interception

A preliminary analysis of these result shows a general trend towards an
improvement of performances in most subjects as the number of tests increase.
In particular it has been noted that for 8 subjects there are statistical difference
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Figure 3.7: The left plot shows the first 20 tracks (top view) extracted from
subject’s wrist acceleration signal, the right plot shows the other 20. The
starting point was fixed at the axis origin. Trajectories endpoints are moves
towards the rest position of the handle as the subject learns the task

(p < 0.05) for most of the indices between the first 20 trials and the last 20 in
the dynamic task. This could be explained in terms of motor learning, assuming
that the subject continuosly keeps on learning how to correctly execute the task
and improving his performance during the experimental tests. As the subject
learns, iterception position moves left towards the rest position of the handle,
the interception time, the TTC, the maximum speed and the maximum force
decrease. Fig.3.7 shows at a glance the improvement of the performance (in
particular the shift of the interception position along y-axis) of a subject.

3.5 Conclusions

A new mechatronic platform has been presented for studying motor control
performance of human subjects during an ordinary task of catching a moving
object on a plane. A preliminary experimental validation of the platform for
measuring human performance has been carried out, in order to study and
demonstrate its applicability to functional assessment of injured people with
respect to healthy subjects. Also a demonstration is provided of how the sys-
tem can be reconfigured to investigate and measure different parameters with
different levels of hardware complexity and costs. The platform mechatronic
components have been described in detail and their potential use in studies
of motion analysis have been presented. For the first application of motion
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analysis, the catching apparatus has been equipped with two different sensory
systems for measuring motion kinematic and dynamic parameters (the Xsens
MTx module and the JR3 load cell) and the experimental results on limb tra-
jectory and velocity have been reported. The Xsens MTx module embedded in
a wearable bracelet has been also jointly used with a module of force measure
for estimating limb impedance. The experimental protocol and the preliminary
results on static impedance measure have been reported. EEG results confirm
what reported in literature about movement plannig and cortical activation
before the movement initiation and show the major complexity of the dynamic
task respect to the static one perceived by the brain (desynchronization in theta
band). Kinematic and dynamic analysis highlight insted an improvement in
motor performances as the number of tests increase. This preliminar result, if
furtherly confirmed, could be explained in terms of motor learning and could
provide a useful parameter for clinical or research assessment of motor learning
capabilities of a subject.
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Chapter 4

Neurodevelopmental Engineering

This chapter offers a first sight towards a new promising discipline called Neu-
rodevelopmental Engineering. It mainly aims at quantitative analysis and mod-
eling of human behaviour during neural development to understand or discover
the causes of behavioural disorders (such as the Autism). This new research
area is deeply multi-disciplinary, so that also Mechatronics can give its contri-
bution to this purpose by providing innovative ecologic and unobtrusive tools,
so not to alter (directly or indirectly) the natural behaviour of the tester.

Following these criteria, the whole experimental setup must not require
any structured environment; this implies a series of issues to be faced and
in particular the problem of tools calibration which generally is performed in
structured metrologic labs and requires very high quality instrumentation.

A first example addressing this problem is illustrated in this chapter, pre-
senting a new technique for in-situ calibration of magneto-inertial orientation
sensors for motion tracking and orientation analysis in children.

4.1 Introduction

Neurodevelopmental engineering is a new interdisciplinary research area at the
intersection of developmental neuroscience and biomedical engineering aiming
at providing new methods and tools for:

(i) understanding neurobiological mechanisms of human brain development

(ii) quantitative analysis and modeling of human behaviour during neural de-
velopment

47
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48 CHAPTER 4. NEURODEVELOPMENTAL ENGINEERING

(iii) assessment of neurodevelopmental milestones achieved by humans from
birth onwards

(iv) studying neurodevelopmental disorders

(v) conceiving new telematic, mechatronic and robotic components and sys-
tems for applications on infants and toddlers, which can be used also in
ecological conditions for long periods of time

(vi) investigating ethical, epistemological and social implications related to
this research activity.

The approach proposed by Neurodevelopmental Engineering allows, as ex-
ample, the development of novel methods and devices to evaluate basic pat-
terns of goal-directed actions in normally developing babies, under naturalistic
conditions. The quantification of behavioural data in normal children could
establish standards against which development of infants at risk for neurode-
velopmental disorders, particularly autism spectrum disorders (ASD), can be
measured, with the aim of detecting early signs of disturbed development.

In order to assess infants neuro-development, it could be useful monitoring
some particular aspects of children behaviour such as:

• Basic sensorimotor integration/patterns of gaze

• Expression of emotions

• Social communication

4.2 Autism as neurodeveolpmental disorder

Autism is a behavioral disorder, with onset in childhood, which is characterized
by deficits in three basic domains: social interaction, language and communi-
cation and pattern of interests. There is no doubt that autism has a strong
genetic component, and that biological disease mechanisms leading to autism
are already active during fetal development and/or infancy. Autism is typically
diagnosed at the age of 3 years and not earlier than 18 months [74]. The di-
agnosis of autism is purely clinical, there are no laboratory tests to confirm or
disprove the diagnosis. Current assessment protocols of ASD are based, among
other items, on the observation of the child while playing with toys or on pre-
tend play [74, 75]. As a matter of fact, the only attempts at an early diagnosis
of autism have been made by rating of home videotapes of behavior from very
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young children later diagnosed with autism [76, 77]. This qualitative approach
proved very useful in laying down the bases for research in this field, but at the
same time urges for novel quantitative approaches and enabling technologies.

4.3 Tools for early diagnosis

The most advanced technological set-ups available in research labs on autism/developmental
disorders may currently include some sophisticated systems for movement anal-
ysis, such as:

Stereophotogrammetric systems for movement analysis. These are rather
sophisticated and costly technologies. They require highly structured
environments, and generally cameras have to be carefully positioned and
calibrated.

Gaze-tracking devices the systems so far in use, including commercially
available ones, can be applied in specific contexts. Generally, the subject
is required to face specific directions, e.g., they are particularly suitable
when the subject looks at a TV screen. Gaze-tracking devices become
unsuitable in the case of infants.

Force platforms often combined with photogrammetric systems, they are
used to measure ground reaction forces (GRFs) as the subject walks on
the platform. A major limitation is that measures are provided only when
the subject steps on the platform, i.e., they are not continual.

Data gloves only recently have some research projects faced the problem of
developing data gloves for the child, which can be potentially combined
with customized virtual reality environments.

A limitation common to all previously mentioned technologies is that, de-
spite providing very accurate measurements, for the extracted data to make
sense, tasks need to be performed in well-controlled and highly structured en-
vironments as well as in accurately known and repeatable conditions.

Aiming at not to alter the natural behaviour of the child when analyzed,
technologies for the domain of neurodevelopmental engineering should respond
to the following main requirements [28]:

Non-obtrusive technology: the new devices should be designed with the
final goal of continual monitoring, but without being distressful to the
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child. In fact, the child should either not perceive the presence of such
instruments at all (e.g., wearable microphones, cameras, etc.) or like to
play with them (e.g., instrumented toys). This clearly sets constraints on
the kind of technology to be used. In particular, small size, light weight,
wireless and portable will be the key features to take into account during
the technical design of such devices.

Minimally structured operating environments: current tools for behav-
ioral analysis, e.g., photogrammetric devices for motion analysis or force
platforms for gait analysis or state-of-the-art gaze-tracking devices, are
only suitable for controlled and highly structured environments such as
research laboratories. Screening of a large number of children for diag-
nostic purposes is therefore not feasible due to high costs and limited
availability of the equipment. The best choice would be the develop-
ment of relatively low-cost devices requiring minimally structured envi-
ronments. Possible settings range from totally unstructured home-like
situations, e.g., the child plays with interactive toys while a caregiver
steers the game along predefined play protocols and tasks, to situations
with an increasing degree of structuring.

4.4 The calibration issue

Those considerations must be seen as technological constraints to deal with
when developing new devices for behavioural analysis. Behavior monitoring
includes, for example, tracking a child’s posture, tracking the head direction
(which mainly relates to the child’s attention), tracking position and/or orien-
tation of toys while the child plays with them, etc...

Mechatronic devices developed for this purpose must be deployed to be
embedded in a child’s everyday environment, e.g. in toys and clothes. For
this reason special attention must be paid to technologies which do not re-
quire costly equipment (e.g. photogrammetric systems) and/or a structured
environment (e.g. motion analysis laboratories). The technology of interest
should be able to work in clinical settings as well as at home and should be
operated by minimally trained personnel, e.g. the child’s caregiver. Specific
care should be devoted to sensors calibration: infact this procedure, absolutely
necessary to measurement reliability, is time-consuming and often requires the
use of an ad-hoc expensive and high quality instrumentation and/or structured
environment.
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In this sense, orientation tracking based on inertial/magnetic sensors [79,
78, 80] represents a promising technology since, as shown in next sections,
orientation of a rigid body can be measured solely relying upon gravitational
and geomagnetic fields, which are present everywhere on earth, without the
need of other sources of fields, i.e. sourceless. Furthermore accelerometers
and magnetometers are nowadays available in packages small enough to be
worn or embedded into toys and can be used to track position/orientation in
unstructured environments.

Many commercially available devices allow on-board calibration by means
of addition of external circuitry, mainly used to generate artificial fields which
act on the sensor itself as a known forcing input. Addition of external circuits
is a major drawback in applications such as the one of interest, where the
technology has to be worn by infants.

In this work, a novel procedure for in-field calibration of magnetometric
sensors is presented which does not rely on previous knowledge of magnitude
and direction of the geomagnetic field and which does not require accurately
predefined orientation sequences. Such a method proves especially useful in
clinical applications since the clinician is no longer compelled to execute accu-
rate calibration protocols.

4.5 The proposed solution: in-field calibration

Magneto-inertial devices are sensors integrating accelerometers (used as incli-
nometer), magnetometers and gyroscopes to derive the orientation of a rigid
body. The redundancy of information is used to enhance the reliability of the
orientation measurement through the use of complementary filters. In this
application only magnetometers and accelerometers will be considered.

4.5.1 Magneto/Inertial orientation tracking

Accelerometers, in static conditions, directly provide a measure of the gravity
vector g which is always vertical with respect to the earth surface. Magnetome-
ters measure the geomagnetic field b when no other magnetic source is present.
Geomagnetic field has an horizontal component b‖ which points towards North
and a vertical component b⊥ which depends on the latitude. Define now a third
vector:

h , g× b
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Figure 4.1: Fixed and moving coordinate frames, respectively {x0,y0, z0} and
{x1,y1, z1}

where “×” is the vector product in 3D Euclidean space. It is worth noting
that h is never null (since g and b are never collinear) and always points
towards East. The three vectors g, b, and h are therefore independent and can
be used to define a convenient fixed coordinate frame {x0,y0, z0}:

• z0 : unitary vector pointing Up

• x0 : unitary vector pointing East

• y0 : unitary vector pointing North

This can be expressed in invariant (i.e. valid in every coordinate system)
geometrical terms:

z0 , −g/g

x0 , h/‖h‖
y0 , z0 × x0 = h× g/‖h× g‖

where g = ‖g‖ ≈ 9.8 m/s2.
Let now {x1,y1, z1} be an orthonormal frame (referred to as moving frame)

defined via the sensitive axes of the sensorized system (the tilted box in Fig.4.1)
whose orientation should be determined with respect to the fixed frame. With
reference to Fig4.1, the fixed frame {x0,y0, z0} and the moving frame {x1,y1, z1}
are related by a rototranslation. The translation is ignored hereafter (the ori-
gins of the two coordinate frames shall always be imagined as coincident) since
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only relative orientation is of interest. It can be demonstrated [81] that be-
cause of the invariance of geomagnetic and gravitational fields, the rotational
matrix can be obtain with simple algebraic manipulations from accelerometers
and magnetometers’ read-out.

4.5.2 The calibration procedure

This procedure for 3D orientation detection implicitly assumes that accelerom-
eters and magnetometers provide direct measurement of the components of the
gravitational fields (gx, gy, gz) and of the geomagnetic field (bx, by, bz). In fact
sensors are just transducers and provide an output voltage v that, in the best
scenario, is proportional to variations of the measurand m. In practical terms:
v = km + vo, where k and vo respectively represent the linear gain and the
offset value. A calibration procedure is needed to determine such coefficients in
order to derive the measurand m = (v− vo)/k. Parameters vo and k are easily
determined when situations exist where the measurand assumes (at least) two
known values. In the case of accelerometers, the measurand can easily assume
values 0, +g and −g by simply aligning (e.g. by means of mechanical set-ups
such as a pendulum) the sensor’s axis, respectively, orthogonally, parallel and
anti-parallel with the vertical direction. When it comes to the magnetic field,
alignment of the sensor’s axis with the field’s direction is not straightforward.
For this reason an additional field has to be generated.

Commercially available devices such as the Honeywell HMC105X, a family
of multi-axes magneto-resistive sensors, contain purposefully designed “offset
straps”, i.e. spirals of metallization that couple with each sensitive axis of the
device producing an additional magnetic field. Such patented feature can be
used for auto-calibration of the sensor. Such procedure requires addition of ex-
tra circuitry used to drive each offset strap. In applications where infants are
supposed to wear such technology, reduction of components is highly desirable.
For this reason a procedure which would only rely on the natural geomag-
netic field distribution and that would not require any accurate alignment was
investigated, as presented in the following.

The proposed procedure solely relies upon uniformity of the natural geo-
magnetic field. This means that components with respect to the fixed frame
(i.e. [0 b‖ b⊥]T ) are constant throughout space1.

1Such requirement is not too strict although some care should be taken, refer to [78] for
details of usage in clinical practice
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As the device is oriented in space, the moving reference attached to it (refer
to Fig.4.1) is also subjected to the same orientation and the field components
in the moving frame (i.e. [bx by bz]T ) change accordingly. As pointed out
in the previous section, this change of coordinates is fully determined by the
rotation matrix R. Rotations in space are linear transformations which act on
vectors preserving their modules (a major property of rotation matrices):

b2x + b2y + b2z = constant = b2‖ + b2⊥

This means that, as the device is being displaced and oriented in space,
the geomagnetic vector is seen by the moving frame as a time-varying vector
of constant module, i.e. the trajectory of its end-point (bx, by, bz) is bound to
stay on a sphere centered in the origin and of radius:

b =
√
b2‖ + b2⊥

In terms of sensor output voltages (vx, vy, vz), considering different offset
voltages (vox, voy, voz) and different linear gains (kx, ky, kz) for each axis, the
sphere becomes now an off-centered ellipsoid:(

vx − vox
kx

)2

+
(
vy − voy
ky

)2

+
(
vz − voz
kz

)2

= b2

or equivalently(
vx − vox
bkx

)2

+
(
vy − voy
bky

)2

+
(
vz − voz
bkz

)2

= 1

Such an ellipsoid is uniquely identified by the six parameters (vox, voy, voz, bkx, bky, bkz),
the first three identify the center of the ellipsoid, the remaining three identify
the semi-axis length of the ellipsoid. At least six independent equations are
needed in order to determine the unknown parameters. Such equations can
be derived as part of the calibration procedure: a sequence of N orientations
in space allows measuring the sensor read-outs (vxi, vyi, vzi) relatively to each
orientation i = 1...N .

Because of the errors (measurement noise) affecting the sensor read-outs,
least-squares fitting methods applied to a larger number (N � 6) of measure-
ments can be deployed to obtain an estimate of the six unknown parameters
which is less sensitive to measurement noise.

For sake of clarity, rewrite the N nonlinear equations
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Figure 4.2: Distance of a point P from an ellipse: although BP represents
the true geometrical distance, AP is used instead as an analytically convenient
approximation.

(xi − x0)2

a2
+

(yi − y0)2

b2
+

(zi − z0)2

c2
− 1 = 0

where i = 1...N and where obvious changes of notations (e.g. vxi → xi,
vox → x0, bkx → a, etc...) are made. Least-squares fitting is probably one of
the most widely used approaches for estimating ellipses’ parameters [82]. In
general there exist no exact solution satisfying all of the N equation, what can
be found is an estimate which minimizes a given error-of-fit (EOF) function
(ei(p), where p =[x0 y0 z0 a b c]T is the vector of 6 unknown parameters which
fully determine the ellipsoid).

Several choices are possible for the EOF, see [82] for details. The purpose
of an error-of-fit function is defining a sort (not necessarily positive definite)
of distance of a generic point from an ellipse. With reference to Fig.4.2, for
a point P of coordinates (xP , yP ) the most intuitive choice would be the geo-
metrical distance BP . Unfortunately for a generic point P off the ellipse, the
analytical derivation of B is not so straightforward. As an analytically conve-
nient approximation, the length of AP can be used instead, where the point A
is simply where the ray OP intersects the ellipse.

Such vector p will be eventually determined by numerically solving:

min
p

N∑
i=1

e2i (p)
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Figure 4.3: Measurement sequence: 3-axis sensor’s amplified read-outs

4.5.3 Experimental setup and results

In order to validate the previously described calibration procedure, an experi-
mental setup consisting of:

- one HMC1051: a 1-axis magnetometer sensing the field in the z-direction;

- one HMC1052: a 2-axis magnetometers sensing the field in the xy-plane;

- three amplifying stages: one for each axis;

The device was placed in a wooden box and randomly (manually) moved
around in 3D space for a few seconds while amplified data were being acquired
and stored on a computer for later processing. Care was taken not to simply
translate the box but to provide random orientation as well. Fig.4.3 shows the
experimental data as acquired voltages at the output of the three amplifying
stages.
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Considering the 3D space of measurements (xi, yi, zi), the sequence of N
measurements appears as a cloud of points (see the left plot in Fig.4.4) dis-
tributed along the surface of the ellipsoid yet to be determined (presence of
measurement noise causes these points not to perfectly lie on the surface).

In order to numerically determine the ellipsoid (i.e. its six parameters),
calculations were carried out in the MATLAB environment.

The best fitting ellipsoid, besides being off-centered due to bridge offsets,
revealed different sensitivities among different axes, as illustred in Fig.4.4. In
particular, the z-axis (c = 0.07 V , while a = b = 0.27 V ) is much less sensitive
than the x and y axis. This is due to the fact that an HMC1051 was used
to sense the field in the z-axis while an HMC1052 was used for the remaining
ones. In practical situations, different devices may display different sensibilities
for a variety of reasons. The proposed calibration procedure proved capable
of overcoming such problems. This directly translates into a clinical protocol
which requires the human operator (who, for example, wears such devices on
his/her upper limbs) to perform a set of predetermined actions (lifting an arm,
pointing right or left etc ... ) which need to be only qualitatively described,
i.e. a procedure which is more suitable to a clinical practice.

4.6 Conclusions

In this work a novel procedure for in-field calibration of inertial/magnetic wear-
able devices for orientation tracking was presented. Although several tech-
niques for calibrating such devices already exist, a novel method was investi-
gated with the specific aim of being deployed in clinical practice, where existing
procedures often prove impractical and lead to disuse.

Emphasis was placed on the fact that a human operator would perform the
orientation sequence needed for calibration and that such orientation sequence
should be only qualitatively described, requiring no particular dexterity or
performance accuracy.

A geometrical description of the problem was used to show that, although
randomly generated, all the measurements were expected to lie on the surface
of an ellipsoid. The least-squared fitting method was used to determine such
an ellipsoid described by six parameters representing three offsets and three
gains values needed for calibrating a 3-axis magnetic device (this work focused
on magnetometers since accelerometers generally pose much fewer problems).
Accurate calibration was finally obtained by having a large number of random
orientation sequences rather than a few accurately performed ones. To this
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Figure 4.4: Left : “cloud” of measurements, i.e. the trajectory of measurement
sequences in 3D space. Right : best fitting ellipsoid (thin lines) superimposed
with cloud of measurements (thick lines).

end, the least-squares fitting approach proved essential both to exploit the large
number of measurements and to gain robustness with respect to measurement
noise
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Chapter 5

Isometric measurements in
post-stroke patients

This chapter deals about an innovative platform for whole-body force and
torque measurements on healthy and pathological human subjects, e.g. post-
stroke patients. The platform has been designed to allow accurate quantitative
measurements in isometric conditions. The first area of application for the pro-
posed platform was functional assessment, in terms of milestones and markers
of the recovery process of post-stroke patients. Preliminary results, gathered
from clinical trials in three European centres, validated the viability of the
proposed platform and enlightened many interesting other possible areas of
application in neurorehabilitation and basic neuroscience research on motor
control.

In particular here the main attention is given to signal pre-processing (i.e.
onset detection, features extraction) aiming at reducing the great amount of
raw data and to detect clinically significant part of the signals.

5.1 Rationale

Neuro-rehabilitation is a field of medicine in which the therapists’ experience
plays a fundamental role, although sometimes it lacks of rigorous biological or
scientific evidences.

Clinical techniques for patient assessment routinely rely on subjective and
labour intensive techniques involving gross rating scales or the application of
motor behavioural tasks using motor proficiency test batteries [83, 84, 85, 86].
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Moreover the used scales lack reliability and are unable to provide the
healthcare professional with a good prediction of possible impairments and
disabilities nor the healthcare provider with an estimate of the cost and out-
come of the treatment [87, 88].

This is the reference frame for clinical activities in neurological rehabili-
tation: indeed there are many “schools of thought” and different approaches
to treatment making evidence-based practice complex and difficult. The het-
erogeneity of studies with respect to patients, research designs, treatments,
comparisons, outcome measures, and results, combined with borderline results
in many of the trials, limits the specificity and value of any conclusions that
can be drawn from them.

This is the new contest in which the ALLADIN platform was conceived and
developed. It derives as a logical consequence from the recent findings in basic
neuroscience helping the research tema in the conceptualization of how best to
measure these variables with a high accuracy.

The underlying hypothesis is: “Motor images are endowed with the same
properties as those of the (corresponding) motor representations and therefore
have the same functional relationship to the imagined or represented movement
and the same causal role in the generation of this movement”. [102]

The fact that the human brain shows important activity during the simu-
lation of motor actions without physically executing them is important. This
means that there is a neuro-psychological relationship between imaging and
performing a movement or, that the mental simulation of an action correlates
to a subliminal activation of the motor system.

Since, in the first days after stroke, the amplitude of each possible movement
is very limited, the idea was developed to use isometric analysis at the start
of a functional directed movement. The latter, in combination with movement
imagination, is the ideal combination to verify the integrity of a still existing
or altered “forward model1” for a particular functional task.

The basic assumption inspiring this research work, is that the initiation of
a task has the same functional properties as performing the task [106, 107, 110,
111].

Six degrees of freedom force torque measurements at the start of each func-
tional task can shed light on the development of new correct or aberrant move-
ment pathways towards functional objects. The start/hold component of the
isometric measurement implies not only the analysis of some remaining feed-

1 The forward model is defined as the internal representation of the causal relationship
between sensorimotor signals and motor commands ([93, 94, 95]).
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back control capabilities after stroke but also the discovery of any restoration
activity in future predictive control loops. The latter is the optimum require-
ment for human functional behavior.

The ALLADIN approach for assessing the recovery state of stroke patients
relies on repeated measurements of motor efforts during movement initiations
for specific tasks. As the emphasis in stroke rehabilitation is on the improve-
ment of functional performance, an ideal measuring tool must use Activities of
Daily Living (ADL) tasks ([116, 117, 118, 119]) as a principle for its quantita-
tive measurements.

5.2 The ALLADIN platform

The ALLADIN diagnostic device (fig.5.2) is capable of measuring isometric
F/T trajectories during the imagination and initiation of the selected ADL
tasks. It should be noticed that no actual movement is expected by the interac-
tion between the platform and the patients. Stroke patients have been invited to
perform six different ADL tasks in a prescribed order. The isometric F/T pat-
terns have been simultaneously measured by 6-axis F/T sensors at 8 different
body segments during the imagination and initiation of each ADL task. The
main objective of the isometric F/T measurements is to obtain quantitative
evidence for recovery from stroke during rehabilitation.

Every isometric measurement is used to determine the actual status of the
patient. Therefore, it was necessary to measure a large number of patients with
the same device and in the same anatomical starting position. This assures an
high reproducibility during the entire period of data acquisition in clinical trials.
The following two tables indicate the positions of the sensors on the patient’s
body and the ADL tasks to be performed.

The complete description of the ADD, the tasks to be performed and the
measurement method are explained in previous papers ([133], [134], [135]).

In following sections the main focus will be on two particular aspects of the
development of the platform such as:

the data pre-processing with the aim of extracting clinically relevant in-
formation from the recorded force-torque signals i.e. innovative markers
and milestones of the patient recovery process

the onset detection and the identification of a time windows of interest
within which to extract the the features previously identified
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A B

Figure 5.1: A. The ADD platform installed at Campus Bio-Medico University
in Rome: 8 force/torque sensors distributed in 8 body districts allow isometric
measurements on Activity of Day Living tasks in post-stroke patients. B. A
detail of the orthosis for the assessment of manipulation tasks.

1 Trunk (patient’s back)
2 Lower trunk (at the patient’s fundament)
3 Impaired foot
4 Impaired toe
5 Impaired lower arm
6 Impaired thumb finger
7 Impaired index finger
8 Impaired middle finger

Table 5.1: Position of ADD F/T sensors on patient’s body
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1 Drinking a glass (no reaching)
2 Turning a key
3 Taking a spoon
4 Lifting a bag
5 Reaching for a bottle
6 Bringing the bottle to the other side

Table 5.2: Activity of Daily Living tasks to be performed by the patient

This two steps will provide an outcame to be further elaborated by a datamin-
ing tool to derive long-term prognostic indexes that are currently missing in
the clinical practice.

5.2.1 The data collected

The patients involved were recruited by the three clinical partners, resided
in three different European countries. The first 8 weeks of the clinical trial
patients were measured twice a week, from then on only once a week during
the remaining 4 months. The main criteria for inclusion were:

1. diagnosis of ischemic brain damage

2. an obvious motor deficit

3. sufficient co-operation to permit full clinical examination

Patients with a pre-stroke disability interfering with the goal of the study
were not included. A control group of healthy subjects, measured once for all
ADL tasks was added to the database. They will be referred to as the Normal
Controls.

5.3 The approach and the proposed solution

The final goal of the work is to have a clinical tool to assess the recovery state
of a patient by detecting significant events in the recovery course, or at least
to provide the clinicians with valuable information to support their diagnostic
(e.g., does the patient demonstrate continuous progress or get stalled in some
state, can we predict an oncoming significant recovery within a reasonable
amount of time?).
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Figure 5.2: Recovery space paradigm: the stroke patient is represented by a
feature vector that ideally evolves over time from his initial state to normality
(N).

The adopted approach assumes that the state of a stroke patient at a given
instant is sufficiently characterized by a set of features, a so-called feature vec-
tor, which is extracted from the current isometric torque/force measurements.
The feature vectors evolve in a multivariate space, referenced as the Recovery
Space (see 5.2). Xp,t is defined as the feature vector computed for the p-th
stroke patient and at the t-th day after the patient stroke, and this for several
ADL tasks. Note that the measurement sessions are regularly spaced: every
patient has two recording sessions during the first 8 weeks and 1 recording
session per week for the consecutive 16 weeks. The time course of the feature
vectors of a stroke patient is expected to depict the evolution of the patient
from a ’diseased’ towards a normal state. The direct observation of relevant
patterns in sequences of feature vectors in the recovery space is untraceable
because of the high dimension of these feature vectors (up to 6 dimensions in
this study). The proposed approach consists in defining a measure of how far
feature vectors stand from normality. Normality is meant as the population
of feature vectors obtained for normal controls for the same ADL task. The
expected result is that these measures of distance to normality will allow char-
acterizing the evolution of the stroke patient in the recovery space from a more
easily interpretable perspective.
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5.3.1 Features definition

In a first step a large quantity of possible useful features were defined. Then
through a statistical analysis a smaller subset of them selected the features
mostly related to the recovery condition of the patient. Here some general
criteria followed in the features definition.

In particular the defined features don’t explicitly depend on the energy of
the signal and the reaction time given the fact that patients neither were asked
to react with maximal force neither to start as fast as possible after the start
signal.

The first category of features is based on scientific researches that demon-
strated that stroke patients have a typically reduced ability of controlling
force/torques generation, both in intensity and spatial direction. This lack
of control should somehow be reflected in a set of “abnormalities” in the
force/torque vector direction. Most of them are not extracted directly from the
force/torque trajectories but from the following derived variables and grouped
accordingly:

• Mean effort

• Angular deviation to the mean direction.

• First-order angular deviation of the effort series.

• Cumulative sum of the effort series.

A second category of features are expected to capture other characteristics
of the movement dynamics (i.e.: the rise time). These are directly extracted
from the effort time series.

Another category of features was defined to catch the cross-sensor informa-
tion. The definition relies on the hypothesis that the sequence of activation
of the different sensors and the relative time delays during the execution of
the same task can be of clinical interest for estimating ’distance to normality’.
It is expected that stroke patients will demonstrate abnormal time activation
patterns due to some loss of internal models of the tasks to be performed.
These internal models in the brain deal with motion planning, prediction and
execution. They are tightly tied to the Mutual Information.

Here a brief description of the parameters follow:
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Mean effort direction

It is assumed that effort direction is more relevant for indicating recovery than
pure force intensity. For example spasticity (involuntary muscle contraction)
can be a source of intense force, though not functional for reaching to an object.
Given a recording, for the s-th sensor, we compute the mean force direction
features as the colatitude and azimuth angles of the mean force vector with
respect to its referential. The mean force vector is defined by its components
F s,x, F s,y and F s,z where

F s,x =
1
N

k0+N−1∑
k=k0

Fs,x[k]

F s,y =
1
N

k0+N−1∑
k=k0

Fs,y[k]

F s,z =
1
N

k0+N−1∑
k=k0

Fs,z[k]

with k0 being the sample index of the estimated onset time. The colatitude
φF,s is the angle between the z-axis of the mean force vector. The azimuth
θF,s is the angle between the positive x-axis and the line from the origin to the
end of the mean force vector projected onto the xy-plane. These angles are
obtained by converting the Cartesian coordinates of the mean force to spherical
coordinates, that is,

ρ =
√
F 2
s,x + F 2

s,y + F 2
s,z

φF,s = arccos
(
Fs,z

ρ

)
θF,s = arctan

(
Fs,y

Fs,x

)
+ π u0(Fs,x)
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where u0 stands for the Heaviside unit step function

u0(x) =
{

1 if x ≤ 0
0 if x > 0 (5.1)

Angle features φT,s and θT,s can be computed similarly from the mean
torque vector to characterize the mean torque “direction”.

Angular deviation to mean effort

Beside features characterizing mean direction of efforts, the angular deviation
of every effort sample within the analysis frame from the mean effort is com-
puted. It is assumed that the distribution of these angular deviations depicts
some specific pattern (sudden variations, lack of smoothness, etc) in the stroke
patient movements. Given a recording, for the s-th sensor, the angular devia-
tion δF,s[k] between the k-th force sample (Fs,x[k], Fs,y[k], Fs,z[k]), within the
analysis frame k = k0, ..., k0 +N − 1 , and the mean force (F s,x, F s,y, F s,z) is
computed as the inverse cosine of the normalized scalar product, i.e. the dot
product of the corresponding unit-norm vectors,

~a = (F s,x, F s,y, F s,z)

~b = (Fs,x[k], Fs,y[k], Fs,z[k])

δF,s[k] = arccos

(
~a

‖~a‖
·
~b

‖~b‖

)
=

= arccos

 F s,xFs,x[k] + F s,yFs,y[k] + F s,zFs,z[k]√
F

2

s,x + F
2

s,y + F
2

s,z

√
Fs,x[k]2 + Fs,y[k]2 + Fs,z[k]2


Several features are computed in order to characterize the distribution of

the angular deviations δF,s[k], k = k0, . . . , k0 +N − 1. The angular deviations
can take values between 0 to π . First, the maximum value Max(δF,s) is
computed in order to characterize the support of the distribution. Next, the
mean value Mean(δF,s) and the standard deviation Std(δF,s) are estimated in
order to characterize the central tendency and the dispersion of the distribution,
respectively. Then, the skewness Skew(δF,s) and the kurtosis Kurt(δF,s) are
estimated in order to characterize the asymmetry and the peakedness of the
distribution. Finally, the probability density function of the angular deviations
is estimated using kernel-based method KS(δF,s).
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Besides characterizing the statistical distribution of the angular deviations
of the sequence of force samples to the mean force within the time region of
interest, the feature extraction aims also at modelling the time correlation of
the sequence of angular deviations. Such information can be provided in a
compact form as the coefficients of an auto-regressive (AR) model fitting to
the sequence of angular deviations.

First order angular deviation

Additional information on stroke patient’s ability in controlling generated forces
/ torques is expected to be found in the angular deviations between successive
effort samples within the analysis frame. Given a recording, for the s-th sen-
sor, the angular deviation φF,s between the k-th force sample (Fs,x[k], Fs,y[k],
Fs,z[k]) and the (k − 1)-th force sample (Fs,x[k − 1], Fs,y[k − 1], Fs,z[k − 1]),
within the analysis frame k = k0+1, ·, k0+N−1, is computed as the inverse co-
sine of the normalized scalar product, i.e. the dot product of the corresponding
unit-norm vectors,

~a = (Fs,x[k], Fs,y[k], Fs,z[k])

~b = (Fs,x[k − 1], Fs,y[k − 1], Fs,z[k − 1])

ϕF,s[k] = arccos

(
~a

‖~a‖
·
~b

‖~b‖

)
=

= arccos

(
Fs,x[k]Fs,x[k − 1] + Fs,y[k]Fs,y[k − 1] + Fs,z[k]Fs,z[k − 1]√

Fs,x[k]2 + Fs,y[k]2 + Fs,z[k]2
√
Fs,x[k − 1]2 + Fs,y[k − 1]2 + Fs,z[k − 1]2

)
Also in this case several statistical features were calculated (the same as

in section 5.3.1). Besides characterizing the statistical distribution of the first-
order angular deviations of the sequence of force samples within the time region
of interest, the feature extraction aims also at modelling time correlation. Such
information can be provided in a compact form as the order and the coefficients
of an auto-regressive (AR) model fitting to the sequence of angular deviations.

Cumulative sum of effort series

The integrals of the effort signals are expected to convey some information
on the velocity of the virtual movements (since the patient’s movements are
constraint by the ADD), thereof on the stroke patient ability to perform some
movement velocity patterns. More especially, the norm of the integral of the
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force/torque sample sequence is used. Given a recording, for the s- th sensor,
the norm ‖~γF,s[k]‖, ~γF,s[k] of the integral vector ~γF,s[k] of the force sample
vector time instant, within the analysis frame k = k0, . . . , k0+N−1, is sequence
at the k-th computed as the norm of the cumulative sum of the force sample
vector from the k0-th time instant up to the k-th time instant,

γF,s,x[k] =
k∑

l=k0

Fs,x[l]

γF,s,y[k] =
k∑

l=k0

Fs,y[l]

γF,s,z[k] =
k∑

l=k0

Fs,z[l]

~γF,s[k] = (γF,s,x[k], γF,s,y[k], γF,s,z[k])

‖~γF,s[k]‖ =
√
γF,s,x[k]2 + γF,s,y[k]2 + γF,s,z[k]2

Finally also for γ, the statistical features described above were calculated.
Note that it couldn’t be considered like a real movement since the objects

are fixed. A constant force implies a linear increase in speed under the imagined
situation of free moving objects. In the situation of fixed objects, the usefulness
of this parameter can be less pertinent, but it will serve as a kind of low-pass
filtering on the data.

5.3.2 Onset detection

In order to be consistent with the first hypothesis of the ALLADIN paradigm
for the assessment of the post-stroke recovery, the features are to be extracted
within a time window beginning at the estimated onset of movement time for a
given sensor. In agreement with the physiotherapists, the width of that window
is finally set to 750 ms by the mean of a visual inspection of the force/torque
measurements.

During muscle contractions a background vibration is present of which spec-
tral components can reach 40 Hz in frequency. Spectral components resulting
from voluntary movements have generally lower frequencies. Therefore, signals
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are low-pass filtered at 40 Hz during the pre-processing step (10-order Butter-
worth filter). The part of signal within the analysis window is also normalized:
subtraction of the first sample value and division by the last sample value.

Starting from the in-depth review of the state-of-the-art techniques and
after an internal debate between engineers and clinical experts, candidate
methodologies for automatic onset time estimation were identified by:

1. the point where the force-torque signal reaches 2% of its peak value;

2. using a 2nd order derivative of the force-torque signal (with low-pass
filtering at 3 Hz or at 5 Hz);

3. using the Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM) of the force-torque signal,
based on a maximal information redundancy criterion;

4. using a Probability Density Function (PDF) estimate of the force-torque
signal through a kernel smoothing based method (ks-density).

A brief description of these techniques follows.

The 2% rule.

Former neuro-rehabilitation research inspired the proposed technique [136].
The input to the threshold-based algorithm consists of the three components
of the force Fx, Fy and Fz (or torque) signals.

It computes the 2% of the peak value on the signal and finds the minimum
time corresponding to that value for each component. This value is taken as
onset time.

The second derivative method.

A previous study on the gait analysis inspired the present technique [137].
Three versions of the present algorithm (b, c, d) have been developed. The
description of the single steps follows:

a. it finds the threshold point on the 1st derivative of the input signal at the
15% of its maximum.

b. it searches the nearest maximum peak of the second derivative of the 3 Hz
filtered signal (2nd derivative-filtered 3 Hz).
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c. it searches the nearest maximum peak of the second derivative of the 5 Hz
filtered signal (2nd derivative-filtered 5 Hz).

d. it searches backward the zero crossing in the first derivative line (2nd
derivative-zero crossing). This is similar to the 2% rule, except that
it scans backward from a higher speed, so initial small velocity peaks are
neglected.

The SFM method

The Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM) is a well-known method for quantifying
the amount of randomness (or “stochasticity”) that is present in a signal. This
measure has been widely used in signal compression, audio characterization
and retrieval.

SFM is defined as the ratio of the geometric mean to the arithmetic mean
of the power pectral components in every spectral band. Sometimes called also
“tonality coefficient”, it is used to quantify how much tone-like a sound is, as
opposed to being noise-like.

It can be shown that 0 < SFM < 1. SFM = 0 corresponds to struc-
tured or non-random process, while SFM = 1 corresponds to a random signal
in the sense that no extra information can be obtained by looking at longer
blocks of signal samples, i.e. having no additional structure when considering
these measurements as a “process”.

The SFM method is thoroughly described in [109].
In this application SFM is used to detect when the signal stops to be a

noise-like signal (rest position). In particular when the Spectral Flactness
becomes smaller than a predefined threshold, conventionally this is considered
as the movement initiation point. The use of the measure in this application is
motivated by the fact that once the subject intends to perform the movement,
the recorded signals become less random.

The kernel smoothing based method (ks-density).

The ks-density function computes a PDF estimate of the input vector. Typi-
cally stationary values (e.g. flat regions) of force-torque signal correspond to
maxima of the PDF while values where the slope of the signal is high generally
correspond to minima of the PDF. The algorithm locates the minimum of the
local minima (Minimum Density Point, MDP) in the ks-density function [138].
A first version of the PDF estimation algorithm outputs the MDP as the onset
time. In the second version, a line passing through the MDP (green line in
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Figure 5.3: Application of the ks-density based technique on a sample force
measurement

Fig.5.3) is drawn with a slope equal to the mean value of the first derivatives of
an interval around the MDP. The ks-density also allows calculating the mean
value of the signal before the task starts that generally corresponds to the first
maximum in the PDF. The onset point is then determined when the tangent
crosses this threshold value. The application of the ks-density based technique
is illustrated in Fig.5.3.

5.4 Comparative evaluation and results

In order to evaluate what is the best onset detection technique, a patient/normal
control balanced force/torque measurement data subset was manually selected.
The selection was performed by a visual inspection of the signals. It is impor-
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Onset technique Mean
value

Standard de-
viation

Variance Median POC

2% rule 0.5080 0.8524 0.7266 0.3887 0.57

Spectral flatness 0.0968 0.7870 0.6194 0.0990 0.69

Ks-density (inter-
polation) -0.0252 0.7959 0.6335 -0.1766 0.71

2nd derivative (fil-
tered 3Hz) 0.2136 0.6223 0.3873 -0.0188 0.89

2nd derivative (fil-
tered 5Hz) 0.2044 0.6241 0.3894 -0.0276 0.89

Table 5.3: Results of the comparative study of different onset of movement
detection methods. Mean value, standard deviation, variance and median are
related to the error distribution. The mean absolute value is the mean of the
error absolute value distribution.

tant to highlight that no information about the patients’ profile group was used.
so to guarante the subselection to be representative of the global database.

Then the subselection was distributed to the clinical experts in order to
understand more in details how they decide which time point in the signal
corresponded to the onset of the signal related to the execution of the ADL
task. It has been discovered that they used a more sophisticated analysis,
when compared to the results obtained by the calculated onset. They gave a
physiological interpretation to the signals, which became reflected in the way
the onset time was tagged.

The dataset used to assess the performance of the onset of movement time
detection algorithm, contained data from 96 patients (48 patients and 48 nor-
mal controls), all selected from the proof of concept database.

Table 5.3 presents the results of the comparative analysis among the per-
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formances of the different candidate techniques with respect to the reference
performance of three clinical experts. First, the Mean Reference Vector (MRV)
has been derived by the experts inputs by computing the mean value of the
three onset times estimated by the three experts for each of the measurements.
Then, Mean value, Standard Deviation, Variance and Median of the error vec-
tor related to each of the candidate techniques have been calculated (columns
2-5). Finally, also a non-parametric statistical feature, defined as the Proba-
bility Of Correctness (POC), has been computed. POC is calculated as the
ratio Nc/N , where N is the total number of samples and Nc is the number
of samples which fall between the 5th-percentile and the 95th-percentile of the
MRV.

The analysis on the dataset has enlightened the following results:

1. Techniques based on application of thresholds to the 2nd-derivative of
the force/torque signals demonstrate the best performance among the
selected candidate techniques;

2. all the four proposed onset detection techniques work properly for de-
tecting the onset in terms of Signal to Noise Ratio;

3. the proposed techniques can be used to remove those parts of the signal
which are useless;

4. the first phase of the data mining stage should be dedicated to the iden-
tification and recognition of typical pattern, which then could allow a
narrower time windowing.

5.4.1 The ALLADIN pre-processing tool

The algorithms described above have been implemented in Matlab environment
as libraries to be included in a more general software. Here a brief description
of its structure follows.

The Alladin Pre-processing Tool (APT) is a software tool that automati-
cally derives specific parameters from the ADD recordings; store the output
data into a structure using a format for subsequent data mining analysis that
has to lead to the extraction of clinical markers and milestones, relevant for
functional assessment of patients. The APT also includes a Visualization Mod-
ule which allows visual inspection of data during the pre-processing operations.
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Figure 5.4: Overall architecture of the APT - Alladin Pre-processing Tool

5.4.2 The ALLADIN filtering module (AFM)

A two-channel parallel low-pass filtering, one featuring a cut-off frequency at
40 Hz and another with a cut-off frequency at 2 Hz was proposed and imple-
mented in order to provide two separate data sets for subsequent processing.
The two cut-off frequencies were selected taking into account that, on one hand,
human muscles can generate mechanical signals up to a maximum frequency of
40 Hz (muscle sound) [139], while, on the other hand, human voluntary move-
ment typically generates signals within the frequency range 0 − 2 Hz [140].
The 40 Hz-channel is the main channel used for feature extraction, while the
2 Hz-channel is used for visualization and onset time estimation operations.

5.4.3 The ALLADIN previsualization module (AVM)

The ALLADIN Visualization Module (AVM) was developed in order to visu-
alize the ALLADIN measurements. Through the controls positioned on the
main window, the patient ID, session, task and measurement number can be
selected. Data filtering, calculations (minimum, maximum, mean) and coor-
dinate transformations can be applied to the measurements, and plotted for
inspection. A slightly different version of AVM was implemented with the aim
of simplifying the clinical experts’ task. The module allows manual selection of
the onset time directly on the plot, by simply clicking on the window by using
the PC mouse.
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5.4.4 The ALLADIN feature extraction module (AFEM)

The Alladin Feature Extraction Module (AFEM) receives the filtered data
from the 40 Hz-filtered channel of the AFM and generates the output data
containing statistical and temporal features calculated for all the ADD mea-
surements of the input data set. The AFEM computes the complete list of
parameters based on the assumptions and the definitions previously described.
The APT generates, through the AFEM module, an output data structure
variable (named ’F.Features’). The extracted parameters for every recording
were stored in the above hierarchical structure of strings, arrays and cell arrays
containing the identification information as well. Every stored parameter pre-
sented a description and a value. As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, a
small subset of six features has been extracted from the original set of param-
eters, which contains a huge amount of data. The criterion for these features
selection was their clinical relevance. A description of the extracted features
follows:

1. Standard deviation value of the integral of the sample vector within the
time region of interest, in the middle finger sensor during the second
attempt of the drinking task.

2. Maximum value of the angular deviation between the torque sample vec-
tor and the mean torque vector within the time region of interest, in the
thumb finger sensor during the fourth attempt of the lifting bottle task.

3. Mean value of the angular deviation between the torque sample vector
and the mean torque vector within the time region of interest, in the seat
sensor during the third attempt of the drinking task.

4. Standard deviation value of the integral of the sample vector within the
time region of interest, in the thumb finger sensor during the fourth
attempt of the lifting bottle task.

5. Normalized sum of the residual, in the thumb finger sensor during the
fourth attempt of the drinking task.

6. Mean value of the angular deviation between the force sample vector and
the previous force vector within the time region of interest, in the index
finger sensor during the fourth attempt of the lifting bag task.
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Figure 5.5: Testing signals for the force components

5.4.5 APT testing

Test signals were created by Matlab scripts: for each Cartesian reference axis
(x, y, z), force and torque trigonometric signals having a length of of 400 ms
were generated. The choice of such signals (sine and cosine with different
amplitudes) and the relative time interval (6π) is adequate for reproducing a
signal with three peaks, ideally corresponding to the three repetitions of the
typical recording during a measurement session (Fig.5.5). Each test signal was
passed as input vector to the AFEM and the output vector was compared with
the explicit calculation of the statistical parameters. As expected, a null vector
was been obtained as the difference between the previous two vectors. The test
was performed for both force and torque signals. The results obtained from
the tests performed on the AFEM module, after its validation, suggests that
the AFEM module properly calculates all the parameters defined so far.
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5.5 Conclusion

This chapter describes the design metodology and the application of a clin-
ical data pre-preocessing software tool. As an example, an application to a
mechatronic platform for whole-body isometric force-torque measurements for
functional assessment in neuro-rehabilitation was presented. Thanks to the
close collaboration between medical doctors (physiotherapists, neurologists,
etc.) and biomedical engineers, after several clinical tests, a multidisciplinary
approach was proposed to simplify the problem of handling the great amount
of acquired raw data. In the proposed approach the relevant part of the raw
signal (i.e., the part in which the force-torque exerted by the patient is clearly
visible) was selected through the use of a series of movement onset detection
algorithms. Then a first set of parameters were extracted as possible feature
candidates in a preprocessing stage. These pre-elaborated data input to data
mining, will strongly decrease the computational workload. The thorough anal-
ysis performed during this work will be used to further investigate if specific
body segments are involved during particular tasks and/or if the addition of one
or more sensors to the platform could provide further useful dynamic informa-
tion. All this information will lead to a possible re-design of the platform, with
the aim to improve the present version of the device for functional assessment
and for basic research in the neuroscience domain as well.
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Conclusions

This dissertation summarizes the author’s research activities during his PhD.
The main research topic deals with the use of mechatronic technologies for
the analysis of behaviour both in animal models and in human. The work
presented is organized with a preliminary introduction explaining motivations
and main focuses of the research; then a series of cases-study follow, showing
different possible applications in which medical activities (base research, diag-
nosis, pharmacological or rehabilitation treatments, ecc) gain benefit by the
integration of mechatronic tools.

In the Introduction the relationship between Mechatronics and Behavioural
Analysis (in its wider significance) was explored: behavior is anything a person
or animal does that can be measured [9] and Mechatronics can provide methods
and techniques to perform this in an unbtrosive and ecological way. One typi-
cal medical research field addressed by behavioural analysis is Genetics, more
particularly Phenomics, whose aim is to study subtle genetic modifications un-
der a functional viewpoint by analyzing the subsequent behaviour alterations.
To this regard particularly useful are animal models of human pathologies
since they allow in vivo tests which are much more reliable than simulation or
mathematical models. Animal models are widely used also for Neuroscience re-
search: typical features of human neurological or neurodevelopmental disorders
are simplified in models so to assess drugs or neurorehabilitation treatments.

The second chapter presents a mechatronic force detecting platform for
tremor analysis in small animal models (i.e. mice). The innovative aspects of
the platform are the capability of detecting horizontal components of forces
exerted by a single mouse paw. The device integrates different sensors for a
wide multimodal analysis: the main one is a Ground Reaction Force sensor
detecting directly mouse paws tremor; then a MEMs inertial sensor (i.e. ac-
celerometer) is used for in-situ calibration purposes. Indeed, as also explained
in Chapter 3, most of times behavioural analysis experiments are performed in
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non-engineering labs by medical researchers, thus implying the need for sim-
ple, fast and low-cost calibration procedures not requiring high quality costly
instrumentations. Finally a CCD camera has been also added to the device
heading at mouse’s paw plant, so to understand when the mouse is effectively
stepping over the platform and to refer the tremor detected to mouse orienta-
tion. The platform has been tested on reeler mice, an animal model of a human
neurodevelopmental disorder, the Autism. Reelers are affected by ataxia and
an evident paw tremor that have never been quantified before. Preliminary
experimental tests performed on reelers showed the presence of that tremor
and allowed its dynamic characterization.

In the third chapter another mechatronic platform for movement analysis is
presented. This platform allows the study of the correlation between movement
planning and actual movements in catching tasks. It provides kinematic and
dynamic measurements from the wrist and EEG and EMG signals of the tester.
The task to be performed consists in the catching and grasping of a moving
handle, sliding on a low friction rail. The handle is drivend by a precharged
spring. 10 subjects were tested according a protocol defined in collaboration
with neurologists. Also in this case features have been defined and extracted
from raw signals to simplify the assessment of results and to obtain indices
handy to adopt in clinical practice. In particular preliminary analysis on EEG
confirmed what reported in literature about the cortical activation areas during
complex tasks while the analysis on kinematic data showed an improvement of
motor performances after a first set of tasks that was interpreted in terms of
motor learning.

The fourth chapter expands the experience of what has been done with
reeler mice, introducing a new research field, the Neurodevelopmental En-
gineering. This discipline is strongly multi-disciplinar, integrating different
competencies such as Engineering, Neuroscience, Psychology, etc... It aims at
quantitative analysis and modeling of human behaviour during neural develop-
ment to understand or discover the causes of behavioural disorders. So while
for animal models researchers are forced to define and analyze simplified be-
havioural traits (i.e. physiological measurements) scaling down more complex
human behaviours, in this case higher level human qualities such as expression
of emotions or social communication can be directly studied thorugh the use of
Mechatronics which allows the adoption of unobtrusive and ecological devices
aiming at not altering the natural behaviour of the tester. To this regard,
finally a new simple low-cost procedure for in-field calibration of orientation
magneto/inertial sensors is presented, explaining the underlying mathematical
therory and showing calibration results demonstrating the effectiveness of the
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proposed method.
The fifth chapter focuses on an application of behavioural analysis for

Neuro-rehabilitation. The mechatronic platform used in this work is briefly
presented: it’s a force/torque detecting system for isometric measurements in
Activities of Daily Living tasks whose target are neurological patients in partic-
ular post-stroke. The importance of isometric measurements in clinical practice
and for research purposes was discussed in the chapter: the initiation of a task
has the same functional properties as performing the task [106, 107, 110, 111]
and, since in first days after the stroke, movements are very limited, this ap-
proach could help in assessing the patient’s neurological conditions and also the
progress of rehabilitation recovery. The final goal is to identify predictive clin-
ical markers of patient clinical evolution, thus quantifing (making subjective)
it. The platform generates a huge amount of raw data, so that a reduction of
information to manage is highly desirable. In the chapter a discussion on fea-
ture definition and extraction and techniques for onset detection are reported.
In particular concerning the onset detection, different methods are tested and
compared to onset values selected by clinical experts. Finally the best method
is choice following results obtained from tests.

All these cases-study have a common background: they focus on physiolog-
ical parameters related to kinematics of human or animal behaviour. Infact,
in the second chapter, tremor and ataxia during mouse gait are analyzed; the
third chapter presents an application towards the analysis of the kinematics
in the manipulation of an object performed by autistic children; the fourth
chapter constitutes an exception: isometric measurement means no movement,
but the underlying working hypothesis is that kinematic features of a voluntary
task can be extracted from the initial instants, when no actual movement was
still performed; finally the fifth chapter deals with the analysis of kinematics
of a common grasping task.

This work attests how large and productive the integration of Mechatronics
with Behavioural Analysis can be. In modern and globalized science the need
for comparison of results among different laboratories around the world implies
measurement processes to be highly reliable and repeatable (i.e. objective).
These achievements can be completely fulfilled by using modern technologic
devices, but in applications (such as Behavioural Analysis) where tools ob-
struction (i.e. weigth, dimensions) and ecology of experimental environment
become a major issue, classic technologies may fail. In this scenario Mechatron-
ics takes place providing an integrated approach aiming at the improvement of
the existing solutions or even enabling new strategies for their achievement.

So basing on the research experiences reported in this dissertation, the role
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of Mechatronics in medical research and practice can be synthetized as:

improvement of the existing analysis of biological data (i.e. behaviour) in
particular i. expanding the multimodality of the measurement to discover
possible correlations among different physiological parameters or ii. en-
hancing the quality of the single measurement (i.e. reliability, spatial or
temporal resolution and precision, simple and high quality calibrations,
etc)

enabling innovative solutions in monitoring and studying behavioural fea-
tures that have never been studied opening new ways to the diagnosis
and the treatment of still incurable human pathologies.
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